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1. Have you ever seen a fossil?
2. What extinct animals can you name?
3. Do you think there are any dinosaurs alive today?

Coelacanth
Pre-reading activity

01

1 Have you ever seen one of those movies where a group of people find an island

that hadn’t changed for millions of years? An island where dinosaurs still ruled

– just as they would have sixty million years ago? An island that hadn’t

changed in millions of years would be a scientist’s dream. Imagine being able

to study creatures that have been extinct for millions of years. Of course, that is

impossible, or is it?

2 No one has found an island with living dinosaurs on it, but on December

23,1938, a living animal was found that scientists thought had been extinct for

seventy million years. On that day, the captain of a fishing trawler brought in

the catch from a day’s fishing off the coast of South Africa. In the catch, there

was one unusual fish that the captain hadn’t seen before. It was pale blue and

almost two meters long with strong jaws and thick scales. The captain called

his friend Marjorie Courtenay-Latimer, the curator of the local museum. She

examined the fish and knew it was unusual but she didn’t know what it was.

No one could identify the mystery fish until a marine biologist named J. B. L.

Smith was called to see the fish. 

dinosaur   a very large reptile that lived a long
time ago before the existence of people

catch   that which is caught, usually a quantity of
fish

unusual   strange, not normal
pale   light, faint
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3 Professor Smith immediately recognized the fish as a coelacanth. He

recognized it so quickly because the coelacanth had been studied by scientists

for years, but no scientist had ever seen one before. Scientists knew the

coelacanth by fossils; they believed that the fish had become extinct seventy

million years ago, during the time of the dinosaurs. The discovery of the

coelacanth became news around the world. It became known as the living

fossil. 

4 Scientists have found coelacanth fossils dating from 410 to 70 million years ago.

These fish are of special interest to scientists because they lived when fish were

first leaving the sea to live on land. Scientists hope that by knowing more about

the coelacanth, they can learn why some fish left the water and evolved into

land animals.

5 In the years that followed, more coelacanths have been found, but not near

South Africa. These fish were found thousands of kilometers away near the

Comoro Islands in the Indian Ocean. Scientists have been able to study this

living fossil in the wild. For the scientists, it is as if they found an island that

time forgot.

museum   a building or place where valuable
works of art, scientific specimen, etc.
are kept and displayed

Indian Ocean   an ocean east of Africa, south of
Asia, and west of Australia

Match the word with its synonym.

1. rule a. picture

2. imagine b. identify

3. extinct c. light

4. recognize d. run

5. pale e. died out

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The discovery of an ancient fish b. A fish called Nemo

c. Dinosaurs d. Fossils

Detail questions

1. According to paragraph 2, what happened in 1938?

a. No fish were caught off the coast of South Africa.

b. A pale yellow fish was discovered.

c. A living animal that was thought to be extinct was found.

d. A dinosaur was found.

2. Professor Smith recognized the coelacanth because .

a. He had seen them at the zoo.

b. He used to catch them when he was a boy.

c. He had studied coelacanth fossils.

d. They are common in the Atlantic ocean.

3.  The term “living fossil” refers to .

a. dinosaurs b. well preserved fossils

c. the coelacanth d. wooly mammoths

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Coelacanth 01
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Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. A variety of methods to study fossils 

b. Why Dr. Smith became famous among teenagers

c. Current news around the world that affects scientists

d. The discovery of a fish that was once thought extinct 

Details 

1. What is true about Dr. Smith? 

a. He was a TV reporter specializing in medicine.

b. He once thought that coelacanths disappeared.

c. He chose not to study coelacanths.

d. He was opposed to the activities of scientists.

2.  What is true about the coelacanth ?    

a. It became extinct seven million years ago.

b. It was a type of dinosaur.

c. A large number of scientists are interested in it.

d. It was known as the dead fossil.

Scientists have found coelacanth fossils dating from 410 to 70 million years ago. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Coelacanths live for 70 million years.

b. Some coelacanth fossils have been found that are 70 to 410 million years old.

c. Some coelacanths were alive before the dinosaurs.

d. Dinosaurs lived 70 to 410 million years ago.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Coelacanth 01

9

Word root: scope

1. telescope = tele (far) + scope (see)

microscope = micro (small) + scope (see)

kaleidoscope = kal (beautiful) + eido (shape) + scope (see)

2. telescope: far, see → an instrument for viewing things at great distances

microscope: small, see → an instrument for viewing very small things

kaleidoscope: beautiful, shape, see → an instrument that creates brightly colored patterns

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The scientist used a to study the bacteria.

b. We can use a to see the surface of the moon.

c. He was amazed at the beautiful colors he saw in the .

Inference and purpose
What can be inferred form the passage?

a. No living dinosaurs have been found.

b. Dinosaurs are living on an island in the Indian Ocean.

c. Fossils can come to life.

d. Many animals were once thought to be extinct.

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added to
the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

People read about the discovery in newspapers in every part of the world.

Professor Smith immediately recognized the fish as a coelacanth. He recognized 
it so quickly because the coelacanth had been studied by scientists for years, but no
scientist had ever seen one before. Scientists knew the coelacanth by fossils; they
believed that the fish had become extinct seventy million years ago, during the time 
of the dinosaurs. The discovery of the coelacanth became news around the world. 

It became known as the living fossil. 
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Dinosaurs were alive at the same time as the coelacanth.

b. The coelacanth died when dinosaurs died.

c. Scientists thought that the coelacanth had been extinct for 70 million years.

d. Scientists have found coelacanth fossils 70 to 410 million years old.

e. The coelacanth can walk on land.

f. The coelacanth killed the dinosaurs.

What job do you want in the future?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

Ever I was a young child, I have to be a doctor. I

like people, so I think it would be a good job for me. I’m not sure

what of doctor I want to be yet. I like , so maybe I

could be a pediatrician. However, I do know that I need to hard

now, to be a doctor in the future.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

helping        since        wanted        study        children        kind

1. Do you know who Al Capone is?
2. Have you heard of Prohibition?
3. Do people drink alcohol in your country?

Prohibition
Pre-reading activity

02

Islam   a religion popular in the Middle East
based on the teachings of the prophet
Muhammad that center on the almighty
god Allah

Buddhism   a religion that originated from India
by the Buddha that teaches that one
must achieve enlightenment to end
the otherwise endless cycle of births 
and deaths to which one is subject

1 Alcoholic beverages have been produced and consumed since the beginning of

human civilization. Even ten-thousand-year-old beer jugs that were used by

Stone Age people for making and storing beer have been found. Although

some religions, such as Islam and Buddhism, discourage the consumption of

alcohol, it has been commonly used in every culture throughout the world.

America is no exception. Many of the early immigrants to America were

Europeans who brought with them their habit of drinking beer, whiskey, and

wine. Despite this long tradition of alcohol use, the production of alcoholic

drinks was made illegal in the early 1900’s. This period was known as

Prohibition.

2 Around 1900, groups of people called prohibitionists began fighting for a law to

make alcohol illegal. These people believed that alcohol had a negative effect

on society. During this period, American cities were overcrowded and many

residents were poor. This led to a feeling of helplessness for many people. So

many people, mostly men, started drinking a lot to forget about their problems. 
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immigrant   a person who comes to live in
another country 

whiskey   a strong alcoholic liquor made from
fermented barley, rye, or corn 

corrupt   guilty of dishonest practices
official   a person appointed or elected to office

and is in charge of certain duties

3 After two decades of working for a law making alcohol illegal, the Prohibition

Act was passed in 1920. This law made the production, sale, and consumption

of alcohol illegal. The prohibitionists hoped that the law would eliminate

alcohol from American society, but it had a very different effect.

4 Instead of eliminating alcohol, the Prohibition Act made alcohol more attractive

and actually increased the consumption of alcohol. The producing, sale, and

consumption of alcohol were now illegal, so a secret criminal society was

created to fuel people’s desire for alcohol. Bars were replaced by secret

speakeasies. Speakeasies were secret businesses where drinking and gambling

went on. Everyone knew about the speakeasies. The only way they could stay

in business was with the help of corrupt police and city officials. The illegal

businesses created by the Prohibition Act helped to grow organized crime.

Criminal groups headed by gangsters like Al Capone became very powerful

during this time. 

5 Another unexpected result of the Prohibition Act was the increase in popularity

of drinking alcohol. Many people who had never drunk alcohol before,

especially women, were regular customers at speakeasies. Drinking alcohol

and the culture of the speakeasies had become fashionable.

6 Prohibition ended in 1933 with general agreement that it was a failure. Despite

its failure, Prohibition had a huge effect on American culture. Many people

blame Prohibition for the existence of organized crime. And even today, many

people don’t trust police officials because of the widespread corruption that

existed during Prohibition.

Match the word with its synonym.

1. beverage a. drink

2. consumption b. collection

3. group c. abolish

4. eliminate d. hold responsible

5. blame e. use

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Alcohol

b. What happened when alcohol was banned in the United States

c. The 1900’s

d. Islam and Buddhism

Detail questions

1. According to paragraph 1, Europeans .

a. discouraged the consumption of alcohol

b. have a long tradition of prohibitions

c. brought their habit of drinking alcohol to America

d. were the beginning of human civilization

2. According to paragraph 2, who called for a law to make alcohol illegal?

a. Negative people b. Many men

c. Law makers d. Prohibitionists

3. According to paragraph 4, speakeasies were .

a. secret businesses where drinking and gambling went on

b. corrupt police officers

c. gangsters like Al Capone

d. criminal societies

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Prohibition 02
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Word root: her, here, hes
1. cohesion = co (together) + hes (stick) + ion (make a noun)

inherent = in (near) + her (stick) + ent (like)

hesitate = hes (stick) + itate (creates a verb)

2. cohesion: together, stick,noun → sticking together
inherent: in, stick, like → being an essential part
hesitate: stick, verb → pause

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. He for a minute before entering the lion’s cage.

b. She was able to bring to the complicated project.

c. Water is an part of the sea.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. during the prohibition no one drank alcohol

b. the Prohibition Act was a success

c. by 1933 most Americans were against Prohibition

d. by 1933 most Americans were in favor of Prohibition

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

This was the exact opposite of what was hoped for.

Instead of eliminating alcohol, the Prohibition Act made alcohol more attractive and
actually increased the consumption of alcohol. The producing, sale, and
consumption of alcohol were now illegal, so a secret criminal society was created to
fuel people’s desire for alcohol. Bars were replaced by secret speakeasies.
Speakeasies were secret businesses where drinking and gambling went on. Everyone
knew about the speakeasies. The only way they could stay in business was with the
help of corrupt police and city officials. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

cohesion                inherent                hesitated

14

Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The issue of gambling in America 

b. The failure of the Prohibition Act

c. The rise of secret businesses in America

d. The success of the Prohibition Act

Details 

1. What is true about the Prohibition Act?

a. It only prohibited the production of alcohol.

b. Its purpose was to get rid of secret businesses.

c. It made people drink more.

d. It permitted people to buy alcohol.

2.  What is true about speakeasies?    

a. Nobody knew about them. 

b. They were not illegal.   

c. Their customers did not drink alcohol at all. 

d. Some corrupt police officers helped them.  

The producing, sale, and consumption of alcohol were now illegal, so a secret
criminal society was created to fuel people’s desire for alcohol.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Producing, selling, and drinking alcohol was now illegal because a secret
criminal society was created to fuel people’s desire for alcohol.

b. Because the production, sale, and drinking of alcohol was now illegal, a secret
criminal society was created to fuel people’s desire for alcohol.

c. Now that there was a secret criminal society, the production, sale, and drinking
of alcohol became illegal.

d. Because the production of alcohol was illegal, people’s desire for alcohol was
fueled.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Prohibition 02
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1. What causes dreams?
2. What do dreams mean?
3. Do you always remember your dreams?

Dreams
Pre-reading activity

03

1 Dreaming is something that everyone on Earth does. A dream is like a movie

that plays when we sleep. Sometimes we watch the movie and other times we

are part of the action. Even if we don’t remember our dreams, we still dream.

People aren’t the only ones who dream; animals dream too. Have you ever seen

a dog growling and moving its feet while sleeping? That is the dog dreaming of

chasing something. Over the centuries, people have had many theories about

what dreams are and what they mean.

2 To ancient people, dreams were one of the ways that gods talked to them. There

are several stories in the Bible where people had dreams telling them what

God wanted them to do. In addition to being messages from the gods, dreams

were also seen as a way to see the future. Many ancient cultures believed that

some people could tell what dreams meant. These people were often very

influential because it was believed that by knowing what a dream meant, they

could help people make good decisions in their lives.

3 Today, people still argue about what causes dreams and what they mean. One

of the most influential dream theorists was nineteenth century psychoanalyst

Sigmund Freud. He believed that dreams could tell us what we really wanted.

He thought that our true desires were repressed while we were awake and

Bible   a collection of sacred writings of the
Christian religion

desire   wants

Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Between 1920 and 1933 alcohol was banned in the United States.

b. The Prohibition Act made alcohol less attractive to people.

c. No alcohol was consumed between 1920 and 1933.

d. Prohibition failed in America, but it had a huge effect on American culture.

e. Rather than decreasing the amount of alcohol consumed in the United States,
the Prohibition Act increased the consumption of alcohol.

f. Many people blame organized crime for Prohibition.

How do you spend your spare time?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I like to my spare time doing many different things. If I have

time in the evening, I like to read a book. If I have spare

in the afternoon, I like to go for a walk. If I have free time on a

, I like to go shopping and if I’m free on a Sunday I like to go to the

. I rarely spend my time television.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

time         spend         beach         Saturday         watching         spare
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came out in dreams while we slept. Freud thought that by understanding our

dreams, we could better understand ourselves.

4 In modern times, some people still believe that dreams can predict the future.

There are many stories of people who supposedly had a dream that predicted a

future event. Usually, these dreams are vague and could mean many different

things, and only after the event do people try to match the event to the dream.

However, some dreams do seem to predict the future. 

5 In 1966, a little girl from the Welsh village of Aberfan, told her mother about a

dream she had had. She dreamed that she went to school but it wasn’t there.

“Something black had come down over it.” Shortly after the little girl had her

dream, a terrible tragedy struck the village. A mountain of coal waste from the

nearby mine collapsed and buried the school. One hundred and sixty people

died, mostly children.

6 Dreams can also spark creativity. English poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge read

about the great Mongol leader Kubla Khan before taking a nap. During his nap

he dreamed his most famous poem, Kubla Khan, A Vision in a Dream. As soon as

he woke up, he began to write the poem down. Unfortunately, he was

interrupted and forgot much of it, but it is still his most famous work. 

7 We may never know what causes dreams or what they mean, but it is certain

that they will always be something that sparks our interest.

waste   garbage, refuse
spark   to kindle or stimulate
poet   one who write poetry

interrupt   to cause a break in continuity of some
process, course, condition, etc. 
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. theory a. good guess

2. ancient b. a short sleep

3. vague c. not clear

4. predict d. very old

5. nap e. tell the future

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. A tragedy in 1966

b. Ideas about what dreams mean and what causes them

c. Psychoanalysis

d. Sigmund Freud

Detail questions

1. Sigmund Freud thought that dreams could tell us what .

a. was going to happen b. we really wanted

c. who committed a crime d. where we lost our keys

2. A dream inspired Samuel Taylor Coleridge to .

a. sing a song b. learn to play the guitar

c. write a poem d. call his mother

3. Ancient people thought that dreams were the way .

a. gods punished people b. gods talked to people

c. people talked to each other d. people talked to the animals

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Dreams 03
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Word root: sent, sens
1. consent = con (agree) + sent (think, feel)

resent = re (again, back) + sent (think, feel)

dissent = dis (opposite of) + sent (think, feel)

2. consent: agree, think → approval or acceptance of something
resent: back, think, feel → to feel annoyed or irritated at
dissent: opposite of, think, feel → difference of opinion

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. He her talking during class.

b. I think my parents will and let me go to the concert.

c. She thought differently, so she with the group’s opinion.

Inference and purpose
What can be inferred from the passage?

a. Dreams tell us what we want.

b. Dreams predict the future.

c. People have always been curious about dreams.

d. People know what dreams mean.

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

In these cultures, dreams were seen as something important that people should 
pay attention to.

To ancient people dreams were one of the ways that gods talked to them. There are
several stories in the Bible where people had dreams telling them what God wanted
them to do. In addition to being messages for the gods, dreams were also seen as a
way to see the future. Many ancient cultures believed that some people could tell
what dreams meant. These people were often very influential because it was believed
that by knowing what a dream meant they could help people make good decisions in
their lives. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. Freud's unrealistic dreams 

b. Treating patients with mental diseases

c. An influential theory about dreams

d. How to interpret your dreams 

Details 

1. What is true about Sigmund Freud?

a. He was a renowned painter in the 19th century.

b. He had no followers at all.

c. He was not so influential in the field of dream analysis.

d. He believed that dreams tell us about our desires.

2.  What is true about Freud's theory about dreams?    

a. It claims that our false desires come out during our sleep.

b. It claims that our true desires are never suppressed.

c. It claims that our true desires come out during our sleep.

d. It claims that dreams are useless. 

Unfortunately, he was interrupted and forgot much of it, but it is still his 
most famous work.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. He forgot his most famous work.

b. Much of his most famous work was lost when he was interrupted, and yet it is
his most famous poem.

c. He forgot the most famous part.

d. It is famous because he forgot most of it.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Dreams 03
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1. How do you know something is there if you can’t see it?
2. What is the universe made of?
3. Have you heard of dark matter?

Dark Matter
Pre-reading activity

04

universe   everything, all known objects
throughout space

rotation   the act of turning around an axis or
point

1 Astrophysicists and cosmologists are scientists who study what the universe is

made of and how it began. One way in which scientists can study what the

universe is made of is by looking. For centuries scientists have looked into

space and made discoveries, such as planets, comets, and stars. More recently,

scientists were able to study how much gravity was in an area of space. Much

to everyone’s surprise, there is five times as much gravity in space than there

should be based on the objects we can see. Because there was more gravity than

expected, scientists knew there must be more matter in the universe than we

can see. Scientists called the matter we can’t see “dark matter.”

2 We can see objects because they interact with light. Dark matter doesn’t interact

with light, so we only know it exists because of the effect of its gravity.

Scientists can observe the effects of dark matter by estimating the rotation

speeds of galaxies, the orbit speeds of galaxies, and the temperature of gases in

space. Dark matter gets its name for two reasons: first because we can’t see it,

and second because we know so little about it.
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Ancient people thought that gods talked to people in dreams.

b. Sigmund Freud thought that gods talked to people in dreams.

c. Dreams are caused by eating bad food.

d. Some people believe that dreams can predict the future.

e. Sigmund Freud thought that dreams tell us what we really want.

f. Ancient people thought that dreams were caused by repressed desires.

If you could meet anyone, who would you want to meet?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

If I could meet , I would want to meet Martin Luther King, Jr. He

so all people could live in together and so that all

people would be treated equally. I think he was a man and a great

leader. If he were alive , I would want to meet him.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

today           worked           anyone           great           peace
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. matter a. spin

2. rotation b. to study

3. temperature c. to know

4. understand d. how hot or cold something is

5. research e. stuff

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. We can see objects because they interact with light.

b. Cosmologists study the universe.

c. Scientists have discovered that most of the universe is made of matter that we
can’t see.

d. Scientists can observe the effects of gravity.

Detail questions

1. percent of the universe is made of matter that we can see.

a. 4 b. 44 c. 94 d. 100

2. What is dark matter made of?

a. The same stuff as light matter. b. Stuff that hides from the light

c. No one knows. d. Matter that is too far away for us to see.

3. Scientists know that dark matter exists because .

a. it blocks the sun

b. it makes clouds in the night sky

c. they can measure the effects of its gravity

d. it has no gravity

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Dark Matter 04
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mystery   something that is unexplained or
unknown

axions   a hypothetical particle that has no charge
or spin and little mass

neutrino   a particle that has little or no mass and
no charge

component   a part, ingredient

3 Scientists know that dark matter exists, but it is still a mystery. There are many

theories that try to explain what dark matter is but none has been proven. Some

scientists think dark matter is composed of some of the smallest particles

known such as WIMPS, axions, and neutrinos. Dark matter may make up

dwarf stars, planets, and clouds of gas. Despite a great deal of interest and

research, no one knows what dark matter is.

4 Scientists believe that we can see only four percent of the matter in the

universe. That leaves 96 percent of our world invisible. Twenty-two percent of

this is thought to be dark matter and 74 percent is a theorized component

called dark energy. Understanding what 96 percent of our universe is one of the

most important questions that scientists are trying to answer.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. How black holes are formed

b. The rotation speeds of galaxies

c. The effects of gravity

d. The existence of dark matter 

Details 

1. What is true about the orbit speeds of galaxies?

a. They suggest the existence of black holes.

b. They are not affected by the gravity of dark matter. 

c. They suggest the existence of dark matter.

d. They are affected by the heat of the sun.

2.  What is true about dark matter?    

a. Scientists know everything about it.

b. In fact, it is a bright star.

c. It is very difficult to observe it.

d. It is a kind of metal.

There are many theories that try to explain what dark matter is but none has 
been proven. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Several theories have proven what dark matter is.

b. Many theories explain dark matter.

c. Dark matter is explained by many theories.

d. Despite many theories that try to explain dark matter, no theory has done so.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Dark Matter 04
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Word root: dom
1. kingdom = king (ruler) + dom (place or state of being)

wisdom = wis (wise) + dom (place or state of being)

freedom = free (free) + dom (place or state of being)

2. kingdom: ruler, place → land ruled by a king
wisdom: wise, state of being → knowledge, good judgement
freedom: free, state of being → state of being free

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The king showed great in his choices.

b. The king granted the slaves their and ordered that their chains
be removed.

c. The king ruled over a million people in his .

Inference and purpose
What can be inferred from the passage?

a. There are very few people who know about dark matter.

b. Many scientists are studying dark matter.

c. Dark matter didn’t exist thirty years ago.

d. Dark matter has weaker gravity than other types of matter.

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Scientists will continue to study dark matter until they find out exactly what it is.

Scientists know that dark matter exists, but it is still a mystery. There are many
theories that try to explain what dark matter is but none has been proven. Some
scientists think dark matter is composed of some of the smallest particles known such
as WIMPS, axions, and neutrinos. Dark matter may make up dwarf stars, planets,
and clouds of gas. Despite a great deal of interest and research, no one knows what
dark matter is. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Most of the matter in the universe is matter we can see.

b. There is very little dark matter in the universe.

c. Scientists know that dark matter exists because of the effects of its gravity.

d. People have known about dark matter for centuries.

e. There is more dark matter than matter we can see.

f. Mater that we can see only accounts for four percent of the matter in the
universe.

Talk about something you hate.

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I hate who litter. Why do some people drop their on

the ground? Or it on the bus or in the classroom? Why can’t people

just put their garbage in a ? When I see someone litter, I

angry. Not only does it make our Earth look bad, it is bad for our

Earth. Litter gets into our waterways and can harm . Don’t be a

litter bug!

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

leave         trash can         people         garbage         feel         animals
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1. Do you use the Internet?
2. Would you like to have a friend who you never saw?
3. Would you like to talk to people on the other side 

of the world?

Chatters
Pre-reading activity

05

1 Animals look the way they do because they have evolved to survive in their
environment: giraffes have long necks to reach leaves at the tops of trees and
fish have fins to swim faster. Likewise, if future generations of children
continue to spend so much time sitting in front of a computer screen, people
may evolve to be nearsighted and to have long fingers to better use a keyboard.
These days, information technology is changing the way we all live our lives. It
has even created a new subculture of people called chatters.

2 The availability of instant communication at any time of day or night and
anywhere in the world has spawned a subculture that is not limited by the
boundaries of race, class, or nationality. These people are the chatters. Chatters
are simply people who engage in online chatting. Chatters take advantage of
the wonders of the Internet. By running a search, they can get a list of hundreds
of people with similar interests as themselves, all from the convenience of their
homes.

3 Before the advent of the Internet, meeting someone could be an awkward and
time-consuming process. Once you found someone that you wanted to meet,
you would have to approach a total stranger and start a conversation. Then
you would have to spend the time to see if you actually had anything in
common. But that has all changed now that people can use the Internet to meet
new people.

spawn   to produce, give birth to
boundary   limit, restriction

class   divisions of society, usually based on
wealth or power

converse   to talk or chat
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. spawn a. talk

2. chat b. simulated

3. image c. likeness

4. virtual d. average

5. common e. create

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Meeting people in clubs and cafes

b. Meeting people at school

c. Meeting and talking to people online

d. Talking to people in class

Detail questions

1. Chatters are .

a. people who talk too much b. people who talk online

c. people who talk on the phone d. people who don’t talk

2. While chatting online, you can .

a. listen to music b. surf the Internet

c. do your homework d. all of the above

3. Shy people can easily meet people .

a. at school b. in a dance club

c. online d. in a cafe

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Chatters 05
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4 Chatters are people who want to avoid all the work of meeting a new person
face to face. For them it makes no sense to go out to a club or cafe and hope to
find someone who they have something in common with. Instead, they can go
online where there are thousands of people waiting.

5 Many people turn to chatting online as a way to overcome shyness. Online you
can avoid the difficulties of talking to someone in person. For most people, it is
easier to talk to someone online than in a club, and online you have time to
give the information you really want. You can tell the person what you want
and project a positive image of yourself. If you find yourself in a conversation
with someone you don’t like, you can block him or her with a click of a mouse.

6 One of the greatest advantages of chatting online is the ability to multi-task;
chatters can do many things while conversing online. When you talk to
someone in person, it would be rude to do several things during the
conversation, but chatters can listen to music, surf the Internet, do their
homework, or even talk to other people all at the same time. Many chatters feel
the online world offers them more than the real world. They have relationships,
friends, and even romance all online. To chatters, the online world isn’t virtual
reality anymore; it is reality.

club   an establishment that provides late night
entertainment, serves alcoholic drinks, and
usually supplies a dance floor for patrons

shyness   the state of being timid and soft-spoken
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The effects of the Internet on developing communication skills 

b. How much chatters are paid

c. Finding total strangers

d. The effects of the Internet on making friends with people 

Details 

1. What is true about the Internet?

a. It is very inconvenient to utilize.

b. It makes people go out to clubs or cafes.

c. It causes many different problems.

d. It allows us to meet new people easily.

2.  What is true about chatters?    

a. They often go out to clubs and cafes.

b. All of them are computer nerds.

c. They do not meet new people face to face.

d. They do not live normally. 

Many people turn to chatting online as a way to overcome shyness. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Shy people are never chatters.

b. Most chatters are shy people.

c. For many people, shyness can be overcome by chatting online.

d. Chatting online is bad for shy people.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Chatters 05
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Word root: de
1. delude = de (away, down, against) + lude (play)

decrease = de (away, down, against) + crease (to grow)

derange = de (away, down, against) + range (line, row)

2. delude: down, play → to deceive
decrease: down, to grow → reduction
derange: away, line → to put out of order, insane

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. They think that increased police patrols will the number of
crimes.

b. He is acting strangely; I think he is .

c. I don’t want to my friends by telling a lie.

Inference and purpose
What can be inferred form this passage?

a. There have been chatters for hundreds of years.

b. Chatters are growing in number.

c. There are fewer chatters today than there were last year.

d. Everyone is a chatter.

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Shyness is an obstacle for many people when they are trying to meet new people.

Many people turn to chatting online as a way to overcome shyness. Online you
can avoid the difficulties of talking to someone in person. For most people, it is easier
to talk to someone online than in a club, and online you have time to give the
information you really want. You can tell the person what you want and project a
positive image of yourself. If you find yourself in a conversation with someone you
don’t like, you can block him or her with a click of a mouse. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

delude                decrease                deranged
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1. Would your life make an interesting story?
2. Are you interested in the lives of famous people?
3. Are non-fictional stories more interesting than

fictional stories?

Memoirs
Pre-reading activity

06

factual   true piece   a piece of writing

1 We all have a story to tell. The stories of people’s lives have been written and

read for centuries. Usually these stories are about famous people and historical

events. This genre of literature is called biography or autobiography. A

biography is when an author writes about the life of a famous person; an

autobiography is when the person writes about his or her own life. Biographies

and autobiographies usually focus on historical events. The reader expects the

information in these books to be factual, just like a history book. The memoir is

a genre related to the biographies and autobiographies, but with some

important differences.

2 Memoirs are stories about the author, just like autobiographies, but they are

less structured than biographies or autobiographies and they usually cover

only a portion of the author’s life. The famous American writer Gore Vidal says

“a memoir is how one remembers one’s life, while an autobiography is history,

requiring research, dates, facts double-checked.” Memoirs are often about how

the author felt about or learned from a period in his or her life.

35

Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Chatters are people who enjoy talking online.

b. Chatting online is against the law.

c. Many chatters prefer to talk online than in a cafe.

d. Chatting online is hundreds of years old.

e. Online chatting first began in ancient Egypt.

f. Many online chatters feel that the online world has more to offer than the 
real world.

What are you most afraid of?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I’m of heights. I get scared going bridges. If I’m in a

tall building, I can’t even look out the . I could never bungee jump

or skydive. Because I’m scared of , I’m also scared of flying. I’ve

only ever been in an once and it was terrifying. However, I want to

see the , so I’m going to have to overcome my fear one day.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

window       airplane       afraid       heights       over       world
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. famous a. true

2. factual b. text

3. document c. well known

4. exploits d. achievements

5. ordinary e. common

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Gore Vidal

b. The author’s life story

c. Types of memoirs

d. That fiction is better to read than non-fiction

Detail questions

1. The tradition of memoirs comes from _____________.

a. Great Britain b. ancient Egypt

c. ancient Greece and Rome d. China

2. Gore Vidal says a memoir is _____________.

a. how one writes about one’s life

b. how one lives one’s life

c. how one remembers one’s life

d. how one plays the game

3. Biographies and autobiographies usually focus on _____________.

a. childhood b. old age

c. history d. funny stories

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Memoirs 06
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exclusively   stylishly
informative   providing information, educational

fiction   literature that is not true
mix   combine

3 The tradition of memoirs comes from ancient Greek and Roman times when

people wrote short unfinished pieces to themselves, a type of memo. These

were considered memory aids to make a more complete document later.

Military leaders and politicians have often written memoirs to record and

publicize their exploits. Some memoirs have been written by ordinary citizens

telling their eyewitness accounts of historical events. Recently, the term memoir

has begun to replace autobiography in popular use. Some popular writers, such

as David Sedaris, Augusten Burroughs, and Dave Eggers, have become well

known, almost writing exclusively interesting and amusing memoirs.

4 Memoirs are often combined with other genres to make entertaining and

informative reading. Several writers have combined memoirs with historical

non-fiction writing. These writers tell their story and often their family’s story

as well, while reporting historical events. Also, memoirs have been combined

with fiction. Authors such as Maxine Hong Kingston have mixed facts with

fictional material while telling their story. Regardless of the type of memoir,

their personal nature makes them one of the most entertaining ways to learn

about factual events.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. How to describe your personal feelings effectively 

b. Differences between memoirs and autobiographies

c. The secret to a happy life

d. How to become a good writer 

Details 

1. What is true about autobiographies?

a. They are always concerned with part of the author’s life.

b. They are written only by famous people.

c. They usually deal with the author’s entire life.

d. They are less structured than memoirs.

2.  What is true about memoirs?    

a. They are much more structured than autobiographies.

b. They are less personal than autobiographies.

c. They are usually concerned with important events in history.

d. They can deal with the authors’ deep thoughts.

Memoirs are stories about the author, just like autobiographies, but they are less
structured than biographies or autobiographies and they usually cover only a 
portion of the author’s life.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Memoirs are just like autobiographies except they are fiction.

b. Memoirs are just like autobiographies except they are structured and tell the
author’s whole life story.

c. Memoirs are just like autobiographies except they are less structured and
usually tell only part of the author’s life story.

d. Memoirs are structured writing about a famous person’s life.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Memoirs 06
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Word root: phon
1. telephone = tele (far from) + phone (sound)

phonograph = phono (sound) + graph (write)

homophone = homo (same) + phone (sound)

2. telephone: far from, sound → a device used to talk to people at a distance

phonograph: sound, write → a device that makes sounds form a record

homophone: same, sound → two words that sound the same

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. I can talk to my friends in China using a .

b. The words “two” and “to” are .

c. I play old records with a .

Inference and purpose
The purpose of the passage is to .

a. tell a person’s life story

b. tell Gore Vidal’s life story

c. inform about memoirs

d. show how memoirs are better than autobiographies

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

For example, a memoir might discuss the author’s college days.

Memoirs are stories about the author, just like autobiographies, but they are less
structured than biographies or autobiographies and they usually cover only a portion
of the author’s life. The famous American writer Gore Vidal says “a memoir is how
one remembers one’s life, while an autobiography is history, requiring research, dates,
facts double-checked.” Memoirs are often about how the author felt about or learned
from a period in his or her life. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

telephone                phonograph                homophones
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1. Have you ever heard of Greenpeace?
2. Do you know what an environmental activist is?
3. Do you think it is okay for countries to do nuclear testing?

Greenpeace
Pre-reading activity

07

1 In the early 1970s, a group of North American environmental activists were

becoming increasingly more concerned about the damage that pollution,

overfishing, and nuclear testing were doing to the world’s oceans. They were

so worried that they decided to do something about it. Although they would be

fighting powerful groups such as huge companies and governments, they

thought they could make a difference. They decided to form an organization to

try to protect the environment; they called it Greenpeace.

2 From this small group of activists, Greenpeace has grown to be a worldwide

organization with over 4.5 million members. Its members have been involved

in many issues all around the world. Through its actions, Greenpeace has

helped to reduce pollution of the oceans and the destruction of ancient forests.

It has helped to eliminate whaling in the oceans around Antarctica and some of

the most damaging fishing methods, such as drift netting. 

Antarctica   the continent surrounding the South
Pole.

drift net   a fishing net supported upright by
floats attached to the upper edge and
sinkers to the lower and is carried by
the current

40

Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. A memoir is about the author’s life.

b. Memoirs are always fiction.

c. Memoirs are usually fiction.

d. Memoirs usually tell the story of several generations of a family.

e. Memoirs sometimes mix facts with fiction.

f. Some memoirs are written by ordinary people about the historical events 
they saw.

Talk about your grandparents.

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I have living grandparents. My father’s lives in San

Francisco. She tennis and card games with her friends every week.

My mother’s parents live in New York. My mother’s father is a in

New York City and her mother plays golf three times a week. I usually see my

grandparents the summer vacation and on other holidays. I

all my grandparents.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. damage a. pattern

2. powerful b. eradicate

3. design c. destroy

4. eliminate d. mighty

5. rest e. lie

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The sinking of a ship

b. The history and work of Greenpeace

c. How to prevent pollution

d. Drift net fishing

Detail questions

1. In the 1970s, people from became concerned about pollution 

and founded Greenpeace.

a. Asia b. Europe

c. North America d. South America

2. Greenpeace has over members.

a. 6.5 million b. 3.5 thousand

c. 4.5 thousand d. 4.5 million

3. One of Greenpeace’s biggest achievements was helping to develop a new type of

.

a. car b. train

c. oven d. refrigerator

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Greenpeace 07
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3 One of Greenpeace’s biggest achievements was helping to design a new type of

refrigerator. The traditional refrigerator is damaging to the ozone layer that

helps to protect the Earth from the sun’s rays. In 1992, Greenpeace developed

its new “Greenfreeze” technology. This new method of cooling a refrigerator is

much safer for the environment; it is now being utilized in China and Europe.

4 There are many groups who would like to stop some of Greenpeace’s activities.

In 1985, a Greenpeace ship called the Rainbow Warrior was sunk. Greenpeace

was going to use the Rainbow Warrior to try to stop a French nuclear test in the

Pacific Ocean. The French government sent two secret agents to stop the

Rainbow Warrior. They blew the ship up while it was docked in Auckland,

New Zealand. A Greenpeace worker named Fernando Periera was killed in the

explosion. 

5 Today the Rainbow Warrior rests on the bottom of the ocean near the Cavalli

Islands in a marine reserve. It is now home to thousands of ocean animals. It

seems an appropriate end to a sad chapter in history to save the world’s oceans.

design   plan
ozone   a compound formed by three molecules

of oxygen that protects the Earth from the
sun’s harmful rays

dock   to bring a ship or boat to a port
marine reserve   an area of the water that is

restricted to protect the
environment of its inhabitants
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. Who launched Greenpeace 

b. Anti-Greenpeace activities over the years

c. French nuclear tests in the Pacific Ocean

d. How Greenpeace has helped improve the environment

Details 

1. What is true about Greenpeace?

a. Fernando Periera attacked one of its ships.

b. It has had a good relationship with the French government.

c. The Rainbow Warrior was opposed to its activities. 

d. Many groups are against it. 

2.  What is true about the year of 1985?    

a. In that year, Fernando Periera was elected as President of France. 

b. In that year, Greenpeace decided to end its activities.

c. In that year, Greenpeace was organized.

d. In that year, a Greenpeace ship was sunk. 

From this small group of activists, Greenpeace has grown to be a worldwide
organization with over 4.5 million members. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Greenpeace began as a large group but is now a small group of dedicated
activists.

b. Greenpeace began in North America and is now a worldwide organization.

c. Greenpeace began as a small group of activists and is now a worldwide
organization of over 4.5 million members.

d. There are over 4.5 members of Greenpeace.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Greenpeace 07
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Word root: ambul

1. amble = amb (walk) + le (to go as a horse or by horse)

somnambulist = somn (sleep) + amblu (walk) + ist (person)

ambulance = ambu (walk) + lance (medicine)

2. amble: walk, as a horse → to walk slowly

somnambulist: sleep, walk, person → a sleepwalker

ambulance: walk, medicine → a vehicle used to transport sick or injured people

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The hurried to the accident to help the injured people.

b. She wanted to enjoy the flowers so she through the garden.

c. You shouldn’t wake a because they won’t know where they are.

Inference and purpose

You can infer that the author .

a. is a member of Greenpeace b. supports the goals of Greenpeace

c. is against Greenpeace d. is a member of the French government

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

If the ozone layer is depleted too much, cases of cancer will increase.

One of Greenpeace’s biggest achievements was helping to design a new type of
refrigerator. The traditional refrigerator is damaging to the ozone layer that helps to
protect the Earth from the sun’s rays. In 1992, Greenpeace developed its new
“Greenfreeze” technology. This new method of cooling a refrigerator is much safer
for the environment; it is now being utilized in China and Europe. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

ambled                somnambulist                ambulance
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1. How can we grow enough food to feed all the people in 
the world?

2. Do you think natural food is best for you?
3. Do you think genetically modified foods are a good idea?

Genetic Modification
Pre-reading activity

08

global warming   an increase in the Earth’s
temperature that causes climate
change

antibiotics   a substance produced to kill bacteria

1 Since the beginning of human civilization, people have tried to improve their
lives by controlling the environment. In ancient times, people learned to make
stone tools to improve their chances of having a successful hunt or growing an
abundant crop. Later, people domesticated animals to ensure a ready supply of
meat and used fertilizers and pesticides to grow food for larger numbers of
people. People have never stopped looking for ways to improve their lives.
Today, a new form of technology is likely to revolutionalize how food is grown.
Scientists have learned how to modify the genes of plants, so they can control
some of the characteristics of the plants. Some people think this is a great
advancement that will improve the lives of millions of people; others think this
technology is dangerous to the environment and to people.

2 Dr. Lau is a Nobel Prize winning scientist and expert in biotechnology research.
She feels that progress is going to happen, so we must not blindly object to it.
The sensible thing to do is to try to find the middle ground and work so that
genetically modified crops can have the most benefit to the most people. She
points out two important potential benefits of genetically modified crops. First,
genetic modification has the potential to produce crops that can feed more
people. If the world’s population continues to grow, we may be very glad that
we can produce these kinds of crops. Second, being able to genetically modify
crops may help us to cope with global warming. For example, we may be able
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Greenpeace was founded in the early 1970s by a small group who were
concerned about the world’s oceans.

b. Greenpeace began in North America.

c. The Rainbow Warrior rests at the bottom of the sea.

d. The Rainbow Warrior is a plane that was shot down by the French government.

e. Greenpeace works to protect the world’s environment.

f. Greenpeace produces over 4.5 million refrigerators a year.

What’s your earliest memory?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

My ______________ memory is of being at a shopping center with my mother. I

don’t ______________ exactly how old I was, but I think I was about four years old.

I don’t recall which shopping ______________ or what time of day it was, but I do

remember I was with my ______________ and she was looking at clothes. I recall

walking ______________ the racks of clothes and liking the feeling of having skirts

and shirts and dresses brush over my ______________.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

head        earliest        between        remember        mother        center
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. environment a. change

2. abundant b. plentiful

3. domesticate c. tame

4. modification d. habitat

5. potential e. possibility

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Nobel Prize winners b. Genetic modification

c. The environment d. Organic food

Detail questions

1. People controlling the environment .

a. have never existed

b. are new

c. have existed throughout the history of civilization

d. are about to exist for the first time

2. Dr. Lau thinks that people should .

a. genetically modify all foods

b. never genetically modify foods

c. only genetically modify foods that will help the most people

d. not eat genetically modified foods

3. Superbugs were created as a result of .

a. a nuclear explosion b. depletion of the ozone layer

c. the misuse of antibiotics d. global warming

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Genetic Modification 08
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resistant   describing an organism that is capable
of defending itself against a disease or
a harmful environmental agent

transplant   the transfer of an organ from one
person or animal to another

moral   relating to rules of right conduct
proceed   to move forward

to produce crops that will grow in warmer and drier climates that will become
more common as the world’s temperature rises. Although there are potential
benefits, Dr. Lau also sees potential dangers that we must be aware of.

3 By genetically modifying crops we will be changing our environment, and
nature responds very quickly to environmental changes. For example,
antibiotics were developed to fight harmful bacteria that cause illness. We
overused antibiotics, putting them in animal feed, and using them to treat
illnesses where they weren’t necessary or effective. As a result, “superbugs”
developed. These are strains of bacteria that are resistant to antibiotics. The
same thing could happen with genetically modified crops. Weeds and pests
could evolve into “superweeds” and “superpests.” Dr. Lau suggests that we
only make modifications that are really useful instead of all the potential
modifications that we could make.

4 Another potential benefit of genetic modification is in the area of organ
transplants. The lives of millions of people could be prolonged or improved if
they could receive an organ transplant. Unfortunately, the supply of organs
never matches the demand. Dr. Lau says that in the near future we will be able
to genetically modify animals to produce human organs that can be
transplanted into people who need them and that we might even be able to
grow a new organ for ourselves. 

5 Many people have safety and moral concerns about genetic modification. Dr.
Lau feels that we should proceed by listening to those concerns and debating
our different views. This way we can move forward in the safest and most
informed way possible.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. How to combat harmful bacteria 

b. How to protect the environment 

c. The unexpected results of modifying crops genetically

d. The birth of superweeds 

Details 

1. What is true about superbugs?

a. They were good for the environment.

b. They must be used when treating diseases.

c. They were born because of overused antibiotics. 

d. A lot of people chose not to use them at all.

2.  What is true about superweeds?    

a. They have nothing to do with genetically modified crops.

b. They are closely associated with antibiotics.

c. Weeds cannot become superweeds in any circumstances.

d. At present, they do not exist. 

She feels that progress is going to happen, so we must not blindly object to it.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. If we don’t object blindly, progress will happen.

b. We must object to progress or it will happen blindly.

c. Progress will happen no matter what we do.

d. Blind progress is objectionable.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Genetic Modification 08
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Word root: poly
1. polytheist = poly (many) + the (god) + ist (person)

polymorphous = poly (many) + morph (shape) + ous (adjective)

polygon = poly (many) + gon (angle)

2. Polytheist: many, god, person → a person who believes in many gods
polymorphous: many, shape → an object that can take many shapes
polygon: many, angle → a shape with three or more angles

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The worshipped many gods.

b. A cloud is an example of a shape.

c. An octagon has eight angles; it is a .

Inference and purpose
You can infer from the passage that Dr. Lau .

a. is against genetically modified foods

b. supports all genetic modifications

c. supports cautious use of genetic modification

d. doesn’t know anything about genetic modification

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

She has many years of experience researching genetic modification.

Dr. Lau is a Nobel Prize winning scientist and expert in biotechnology research. 
She feels that progress is going to happen, so we must not blindly object to it. The
sensible thing to do is to try to find the middle ground and work so that genetically
modified crops can have the most benefit to the most people. She points out two
important potential benefits of genetically modified crops. First, genetic modification
has the potential to produce crops that can feed more people. If the world’s population
continues to grow, we may be very glad that we can produce these kinds of crops. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

polytheist                polymorphous                polygon
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1. What kind of music do you listen to?
2. Can listening to different types of music put you in

different moods?
3. Do you think that science can answer all questions?

Romantic Music
Pre-reading activity

09

1 During the nineteenth century, advancements in science changed the way
people lived their lives and how they viewed the world. This century saw the
sciences become professionalized and institutionalized. But not everyone saw
science as the appropriate source of knowledge for all issues. In direct
opposition to science, Romanticism was a movement that believed that some
things could be known only through emotion, feelings, and intuition. Many
people looked to music as a way to explore areas that science couldn’t. This
exploration spawned the era of Romantic music.

2 The era of Romantic music refers to European classical music written from
about 1820 to 1900. The music of this era was written to produce a soft mood
and a dreamy atmosphere. It was believed that this music could promote
understandings that could not be reached in any other way. The music of this
period was rooted in elements of classical music but used these elements in
original ways. Composers of the Romantic era sought to create large-scale

harmonic pieces that had greater variety within the piece than was typical of
earlier classical music. What set music of the Romantic period apart from
earlier works was the emphasis placed on fluidity and longer melodies. These
became the center of the music.

appropriate   suitable, fitting
soft   smooth, agreeable

variety   having many different types
large-scale   very large, of great scope
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. All foods have been genetically modified.

b. People have always tried to improve their environment.

c. No one has been able to genetically modify food yet.

d. Dr. Lau won the Noble Prize

e. Superbugs are larger than normal bugs.

f. Superbugs were caused by the misuse of antibiotics.

Would you rather live in the city or the country? Why?       

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I the city to the country. I like places crowded with

lots of people. In the city, are always rushing around and the

streets, trains, and buses are often crowded with people. I think the country is a

____________ place to visit to relax, but I would much rather in the

city.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

prefer            people            nice            busy            live
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. direct a. enthusiast

2. opposition b. straight

3. emotion c. attitude

4. mood d. clash

5. proponents e. mental statel

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. How music makes you fall in love

b. How emotions are stronger than science

c. The era of Romantic music

d. Movie sound scores

Detail questions

1. Romanticism and science are _____________.

a. similar b. in opposition

c. the same d. different types of music

2. The era of Romantic music lasted from _________.

a. 1960 to 2000 b. 1720 to 1800

c. 1820 to 1900 d. 1920 to 2000

3. Program music uses ____________.

a. computer programs

b. outside sources such as poetry

c. other music to create new music

d. the rules of earlier classical music

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Romantic Music 09
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3 One of the controversies of the Romantic era was the relationship of the music
to sources external to the music. Music critics fell into two camps: proponents
of “absolute music” and those of “program music.” Absolute music is written
to adhere to the rules of earlier classical music. Program music sought
expression through the use of outside sources such as poetry. 

4 Regardless of which camp you think is correct, the influences of the Romantic
era are still with us today. The most obvious place where we all hear music
typical of the Romantic era is in movie scores. Here music designed to evoke

emotion is routinely used to heighten our enjoyment of movies.

evoke   to call or produce, to elicit routinely   commonly, frequently
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The features of British music in the 19th century

b. The effects of a romantic atmosphere on people

c. The roots and features of Romantic music

d. Why no composers were in favor of Romantic music 

Details 

1. What is true about the era of Romantic music ?

a. During that era, the French were in love with classical music.

b. During that era, music was forbidden in any place.

c. During that era, creative music was not produced.

d. During that era, music was composed to create a soft mood. 

2.  What is true about fluidity and longer melodies?    

a. Famous musicians did not pursue those features.

b. They were the main features of Romantic music.

c. Jazz musicians emphasized their importance. 

d. They were thought to hinder understanding. 

But not everyone saw science as the appropriate source of knowledge for 
all issues. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Science is the appropriate way to gain knowledge.

b. No one sees science as the appropriate source of all knowledge.

c. Some people think there are sources of knowledge other than science.

d. Science can solve all problems.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Romantic Music 09
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Word root: arch
1. matriarch = matri (mother) + arch (ruler, first, chief)

patriarch = patri (father) + arch (ruler, first, chief)

archenemy = arch (ruler, first, chief) + en (not) + emy (friend)

2. matriarch: mother, ruler → a female ruler

patriarch: father, ruler → a male ruler

archenemy: chief, not, friend → chief adversary

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. King George was the of Great Britain.

b. Queen Elizabeth II is the of Great Britain.

c. Lex Luthor is Superman’s .

Inference and purpose
You can infer from the article that .

a. science help to create Romantic music

b. all things can be discovered by science

c. Romantic music is not the most popular type of music today

d. scientists like Romantic music

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

During any period there are always different trends in music in different parts 
of the world.

It was believed that this music could promote understandings that could not be
reached in any other way. The music of this period was rooted in elements of classical
music but used these elements in original ways. Composers of the Romantic era
sought to create large-scale harmonic pieces that had greater variety within the piece
than was typical of earlier classical music. What set music of the Romantic period
apart from earlier works was the emphasis placed on fluidity and longer melodies.
These became the center of the music. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

matriarch               patriarch               archenemy
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1. Where is the wildest place on Earth?
2. Who lives in Antarctica?
3. Was Antarctica always cold?

Antarctica
Pre-reading activity

10

research   investigation or study for the purpose of
discovering or answering questions

drift   to move slowly

1 Antarctica is one of the few remaining truly wild places left on Earth. It has one

of the harshest climates on Earth and is the only continent without any

indigenous people. In fact, it is so isolated and inhospitable that it wasn’t

explored until the late nineteenth century. Since its exploration, many countries

have tried to find ways to use this southern-most continent for their benefit.

Several countries tried to use Antarctica for military purposes. This ended in

1962, when twelve countries signed the Antarctica Treaty. This agreement meant

that Antarctica would be nuclear-free and could only be used for peaceful

purposes. Today, 42 countries have signed the Antarctica Treaty. As a result,

every summer over 3,000 scientists travel to Antarctica to conduct various

research projects. Antarctica has become the biggest laboratory in the world. 

2 Many people think Antarctica and the Arctic are almost identical. But unlike the

Arctic, which is just an ice cap, Antarctica is a landmass that makes up one tenth

of the world’s total land surface. The land that makes up Antarctica is millions

of years old and once had a warm climate. Over 140 million years ago,

Antarctica was covered in lush vegetation and had many types of animals,

including dinosaurs. Slowly, over millions of years, the continent drifted south

and became colder. Today, it is covered in ice and has some of the coldest

temperatures in the world.
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Romanticism is in opposition to science.

b. The era of science lasted from 1820 to 1900.

c. Absolute music and program music are different names for Romantic music.

d. The era of Romantic Music lasted from 1820 to 1900.

e. Movie scores is one of the places where you can hear the influence of the
Romantic music era today

f. Romantic music is dead.

Which season do you like best? Why?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

Summer is my favorite . I love hot , so summer suits

me. During the , I often go swimming at the beach or in public

swimming pools. I go with my family, but sometimes I go with my

friends. Everyone in my family is at swimming, so we have a lot of

fun together at the beach. We sometimes have swimming or body surfing races.

Summer is a lot of .

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

weather         usually         season         good         fun         summer
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. harsh a. foliage

2. inhospitable b. agreement

3. treaty c. standing

4. vegetation d. severe

5. reputation e. hostile

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The world’s military powers

b. Ice

c. Antarctica and dangers to it

d. Scientists

Detail questions

1. The author describes Antarctica as being the biggest in the world.

a. garbage dump b. parking lot

c. laboratory d. playground

2. Antarctica makes up of the world’s land surface.

a. one half b. one quarter

c. one tenth d. one third

3. If Antarctica’s ice sheets melted, the world’s oceans would rise by .

a. 60 miles b. 60 feet

c. 60 meters d. 60 kilometers

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Antarctica 10
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polar   relating to the North Pole or South Pole
decade   a period of ten years

situation   condition, case, plight
outnumber   to be more than in number

3 Antarctica’s ice sheet holds over 90 percent of the Earth’s ice, and in some

places the ice is over 4.5 kilometers thick. There is enough water in Antarctica’s

ice sheet, so that if it melted the Earth’s oceans would rise 60 meters. Research

done in Antarctica led to the discovery that the Earth’s climate is slowly getting

warmer and that the polar ice caps are melting. 

4 The shape of Antarctica’s ice sheet has changed over the last few decades due

to melting ice. Sometimes, huge pieces of ice break off from the main ice sheet

and float out to sea. This can create dangerous situations for the scientists

visiting Antarctica. In 1986 a 15,000 square meter piece of ice broke away and

floated out to sea. It carried with it a Russian research station. 

5 In recent years, another group of visitors have outnumbered the scientists.

Antarctica has become a popular tourist destination. During the summer,

people come to see the bird and marine life, to climb mountains, or to visit the

South Pole. Each year over 10,000 tourists visit Antarctica. As a result,

Antarctica’s reputation as one of the wildest places on Earth may be vanishing

as quickly as the ice.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about?

a. Global warming 

b. Research done in Antarctica

c. Possible dangers posed by Antarctica’s ice sheet 

d. The effects of the Earth’s oceans on people’s health 

Details 

1. What is true about the ice sheet of Antarctica ?

a. It cannot be over 4.5 kilometers thick.

b. It contains over 19 percent of the Earth’s ice.

c. It might create dangerous situations.

d. It does not hold any water.

2.  What is true about the Earth’s climate ?    

a. It is gradually getting colder. 

b. At present, it is not changing at all. 

c. It is gradually getting warmer.

d. It cannot cause any problem. 

It has one of the harshest climates on Earth and is the only continent without any
indigenous people.  

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. There are indigenous people in all parts of the world, except where the weather
is harsh.

b. The people of Antarctica are used to severe weather.

c. The weather in Antarctica is severe, and the only people in Antarctica have
come from other parts of the world. 

d. The people of Antarctica are the harshest in the world.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Antarctica 10
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Word root: phobia

1. claustrophobia = claustro (closed place) + phobia (fear)

arachnophobia = arachno (spider) + phobia (fear)

aquaphobia = aqua (water) + phobia (fear)

2. claustrophobia: closed place, fear → fear of being in small places

arachnophobia: spider, fear → fear of spiders

aquaphobia: water, fear → fear of water

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. He refuses to go swimming because he has .

b. Someone with is afraid of spiders.

c. He likes to keep the doors open because he has .

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. the ice caps of Antarctica are growing

b. the world is getting colder

c. the world is getting warmer

d. Antarctica is north of the Arctic

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

This makes Antarctica larger than Australia.

Many people think Antarctica and the Arctic are almost identical. But unlike the
Arctic, which is just an ice cap, Antarctica is a landmass that makes up one tenth of the
world’s total land surface. The land that makes up Antarctica is millions of years old
and once had a warm climate. Over 140 million years ago, Antarctica was cover in
lush vegetation and had many types of animals, including dinosaurs. Slowly over
millions of years the continent drifted south and became colder. Today, it is covered
in ice and has some of the coldest temperatures in the world. 

claustrophobia              arachnophobia              aquaphobia
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a. It cannot be over 4.5 kilometers thick.
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c. It might create dangerous situations.
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. The ice sheet in Antarctica is as thick as 4.5 kilometers in some places.

b. Many different native languages are spoken in Antarctica.

c. Today, Antarctica is nuclear-free.

d. No tourists visit Antarctica.

e. One tenth of the world’s landmass is in Antarctica.

f. Antarctica has the largest army in the world.

If you had a million dollars, what would you buy?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I would buy a lot with a million . I would buy a new 

for me and for my sister. We both got our driver’s licenses last year, but we don’t

have a car to . I would also for a round-the-world

trip for my whole family. We all like to , so it would be fun to travel

together. I would give a lot of the to Greenpeace. Saving the

environment is important to me and I think Greenpeace do a good 

at helping the Earth.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

car dollars    money     job  travel   pay  drive
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1. Where do the things you buy come from?
2. Are things made by machine better than things made 

by hand?
3. Have you heard of the Industrial Revolution?

The Industrial
Revolution
Pre-reading activity

11

1 Today, almost everything we use is made by machine. A little over two

hundred years ago, the world was very different: very few things were made

by machine. The dominant manufacturing method was manual labor. Most

products were made in small workshops to be sold locally. In the late

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, machines began to replace manual labor

as the basis for manufacturing in many countries. This shift was called the

Industrial Revolution and is still going on in some parts of the world. The

Industrial Revolution produced some of the most drastic changes that have

ever been seen in human civilization.

2 The Industrial Revolution began in the textile industry in Great Britain and

quickly spread throughout Europe and then to other countries around the

world. Political and social conditions in Great Britain were favorable to foster

change. The rule of law was well established in Great Britain by the late

eighteenth century. This meant that wealth could not be arbitrarily confiscated

by the monarchy. Ambitious people could be assured that they would benefit

from their new ideas. Risk-taking became profitable and other wealthy people

were eager to invest in new methods of manufacturing and new products. 

workshop   a room or building where mechanical
work is done

basis   foundation
assure   to tell with confidence, state positively
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3 In addition to the rule of law, two other factors contributed to the beginning of

the Industrial Revolution. First, improvements in disease prevention created an

increase in population, creating a larger work force. Second, improvements in

transportation made it easier to move raw materials and finished products to

desired locations. 

4 At the start of the Industrial Revolution, Great Britain had a political climate

which encouraged people to try new methods of manufacturing, an eager and

plentiful workforce, and the ability to move raw materials to central locations

and to move finished products to customers all over the world. These factors

have existed in many countries and have led to change in many societies

around the world.

5 One of the most obvious changes was the growth of cities. For the first time in

history, the population centers of many countries began to shift from rural

villages to cities. Factories were located in the cities and many young people

began to move to cities to find work. By the mid-nineteenth century, England

became the first country to have more than half its population living in cities.

In addition to people moving to cities, the Industrial Revolution also moved

most people’s work outside the home. Instead of working on a family farm,

many people began to work long hours in factories. This created great stress on

the traditional family structure. On the national level, the Industrial Revolution

increased the disparity of wealth between industrialized and non-industrialized

nations. The Industrial Revolution continues to have a profound effect on our

lives.

stress   hardship
disparity   difference

profound   deep
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. manufacture a. agreeable

2. drastic b. inhabitants

3. favorable c. extreme

4. raw d. make

5. population e. not processed

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The political climate in Great Britain during the industrial revolution

b. The textile industry in Great Britain

c. How machines became the primary production method

d. How products are manufactured

Detail questions

1. Before the industrial revolution, most products were .

a. made in small workshops and shipped to other countries

b. made in large factories and sold locally

c. made in large factories and shipped to other countries

d. made in small workshops and sold locally

2. The Industrial Revolution began in .

a. the railroad industry in Germany b. the textile industry in Great Britain

c. the railroad industry in America d. The textile industry in Germany

3. One of the most obvious results of the Industrial Revolution was .

a. the growth of cities b. the increase in the number of wars

c. the decrease in the number of wars d. the reduction in the number of cities

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

The Industrial Revolution 11
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Word root: claim
1. proclaim = pro (for) + claim (shout)

acclaim = ac (to) + claim (shout)

exclaim = ex (out) + claim (shout)

2. proclaim: for, shout → to announce officially
acclaim: to, shout → to praise enthusiastically
exclaim: out, shout → to shout out

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. In 1776 the United States of America its independence from
Great Britain.

b. The player that he had been fouled.

c. The movie critic the new Harry Potter movie as the best ever.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. cities shrank during the Industrial Revolution

b. Great Britain was a wealthy nation at the time of the Industrial Revolution

c. the Industrial Revolution began in America

d. every country has gone through the Industrial Revolution

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

This can be seen in the steadily rising divorce rates among the industrial 
nations of the word.

In addition to people moving to cities, the Industrial Revolution also moved most
peoples’ work outside the home. Instead of working on a family farm many people
began to work long hours in factories. This created great stress on the traditional
family structure. On the national level, the Industrial Revolution increased the
disparity of wealth between industrialized and non-industrialized nations. The
Industrial Revolution continues to have a profound effect on our lives. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

proclaimed                acclaimed                exclaimed
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The importance of the textile industry in England 

b. The dangers of risk-taking

c. Political and social conditions in France

d. Why the Industrial Revolution began in Great Britain 

Details 

1. What is true about the Industrial Revolution?

a. It spread throughout Europe.

b. It did not cause any changes in Great Britain.

c. It occurred in the 20th century.   

d. It started in the shipping industry in Great Britain. 

2.  What is true about the rule of law?    

a. It was not established in Great Britain. 

b. It did not contribute to the Industrial Revolution.

c. Sometimes, it can foster drastic change.

d. It protected the monarchy from the citizens. 

The Industrial Revolution began in the textile industry in Great Britain and quickly
spread throughout Europe and then to other countries around the world. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. The textile industry in Great Britain started the Industrial Revolution.

b. Great Britain started the Industrial Revolution.

c. The Industrial Revolution spread from around the world and ended in Great
Britain.

d. After beginning in the textile industry in Great Britain, the Industrial
Revolution spread to Europe and then to other parts of the world.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

The Industrial Revolution 11
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. The rule of law contributed to the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.

b. Germany spread the Industrial Revolution around the world.

c. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, manufacturing was done only by a few large
factories.

d. Many young people moved to cities during the Industrial Revolution.

e. Great Britain had a plentiful and eager workforce at the beginning of the
Industrial Revolution.

f. At the time of the Industrial Revolution, Great Britain was the only country
with the rule of law.

What languages do you speak?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I French and I am learning English. I am France, so

French is my native language. I am learning English because I want to .

English is the official language of countries and a secondary

language in many other countries. I have been English for five years.

Although I am not fluent in English now, I hope to be fluent .

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

travel         studying         from         someday         speak         many
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1. Do you know any of the Founding Fathers of the 
United States of America?

2. Who invented swim fins?
3. Have you heard of Benjamin Franklin?

Benjamin Franklin
Pre-reading activity

12

affect   to influence found   to set up or establish

1 What do electricity, eyeglasses, and the government of the United States of
America have in common? They were all greatly affected by one man:
Benjamin Franklin. Born the tenth son of a soap maker, Benjamin Franklin
became a scientist, one of the Founding Fathers of the United States of America
and one of the most interesting men of his time. Benjamin Franklin was born in
Boston on January 17th, 1706. Benjamin Franklin’s father wanted his son to
become a clergyman but could only afford to send Benjamin to school for one
year. Young Ben Franklin showed an unusual interest in books at an early age,
so his father sent him to apprentice for his older brother James Franklin. From
these humble beginnings, Benjamin Franklin went on to investigate many
fields of science and help found his nation.

2 When Benjamin Franklin was 15 years old, his brother James started a paper.
Benjamin wanted to write for the paper, but he knew his brother would never
let him. So, he began to submit letters under the name of a fictional widow,
Silence Dogood. These letters were filled with advice and were critical of
society, especially the way women were treated. These letters were a huge hit
and everyone wanted to know who the author was behind the pseudonym
Silence Dogood. After sixteen letters, Ben Franklin admitted he was Silence
Dogood. Most people thought that young Franklin’s writing showed an
impressive display of wit and insight, but James Franklin was angry and
jealous. The brothers’ relationship continued to deteriorate until Franklin
decided to run away. Franklin went to Philadelphia, where he found work as
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bifocal   having two lenses, one for near vision,
and one for far vision

acclaim   praise, approval

disgusted   to be filled with irritated impatience
immensely   extremely, to an exceedingly great

degree

an apprentice printer. Eventually, he succeeded in becoming a printer and set
up his own print shop. In addition to his printing business, he started and
wrote for a newspaper that became the best selling paper in the colonies and
wrote “Poor Richard’s Almanack.” Franklin became well known for many of
his witty sayings that are still used in English today, such as “A penny saved is
a penny earned.”

3 Franklin had a natural curiosity and was a voracious reader. These two
qualities led him to become one of the leading scientific investigators of his day.
Early in his career, he invented a stove that reduced the chance of fire and
allowed people to heat their homes more efficiently. Among his many
inventions were swim fins and bifocal glasses, but it was for his investigations
into the nature of electricity that he gained worldwide acclaim. Many scientists
today believe that Franklin was on a par with any scientist during his lifetime.

4 In the 1750s, Franklin turned his attention to politics. In 1757, he went to
England as the colonial representative and remained there until 1775.
During his time in London, he became disgusted by the corruption he saw
around the royal family. This hardened his position favoring a break from
England. He was one of the first people to propose a plan for independence
from England, and when he returned home in 1775 he began to work earnestly
toward that goal. Franklin was one of the major contributors to the Declaration
of Independence. At the beginning of the American War of Independence,
Franklin sailed to France. He was immensely popular with the French and was
able to negotiate the “Treaty of Alliance with the Americans” in 1778 and
secure loans that helped finance the war. 

5 Benjamin Franklin will always be admired and loved by Americans for his
leadership in the early days of the nation, but he was much more that just an
American political leader. Through his determination and curiosity he had an
impact on the entire world.
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. clergyman a. freedom, self-government

2. apprentice b. minister

3. pseudonym c. announcement

4. independence d. alias

5. declaration e. learner

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The founding of the United States of America

b. The life of Benjamin Franklin

c. The invention of the bifocals

d. Early American newspapers

Detail questions

1. Benjamin Franklin invented .

a. bifocals b. a safer stove

c. swim fins d. all of the above

2. The Silence Dogood letters discussed .

a. the revolutionary war b. life in America

c. the situation of women in America d. how to be a good wife

3. Benjamin Franklin wrote .

a. Poor Fred’s Almanack b. Poor Mary’s Almanack

c. Rich Man’s Almanack d. Poor Richard’s Almanack

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Benjamin Franklin 12
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Word root: greg

1. congregate = con (together) + greg (to herd) + ate (cause to be)

segregate = se (apart) + greg (to herd) + ate (cause to be)

aggregate = ag (move, go) + greg (to herd) + ate (cause to be)

2. congregate: together, to herd → to come together

segregate: apart, to herd, cause to be → to keep apart

aggregate: move, to herd, cause to be → all together

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The of all our earnings was not enough to pay the debt.

b. The farmer the sick cows from the healthy ones.

c. The herd of deer usually in the field.

Inference and purpose

From the reading you can infer that Benjamin Franklin .

a. was born in England b. loved sports

c. became President of the United States d. was intelligent

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Franklin had to turn to books to educate himself.

Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston on January 17th, 1706. Benjamin Franklin’s
father wanted his son to become a clergyman but could only afford to send Benjamin
to school for one year. Young Ben Franklin showed an unusual interest in books at
an early age, so his father sent him to apprentice for his older brother James Franklin.

From these humble beginnings, Benjamin Franklin went on to investigate many
fields of science and help found his nation. 
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The invention of swim fins and bifocal glasses 

b. Why inquisitive boys fail in school

c. How Franklin became an excellent scientific investigator

d. The nature of electricity

Details 

1. What is true about Benjamin Franklin?

a. He invented a car. 

b. He chose not to find out about the nature of electricity.

c. He became a famous dancer. 

d. He was a voracious reader.

2.  What is true about Franklin’s fame?    

a. It was a result of his various inventions. 

b. Only Americans knew who he was. 

c. It was closely related to his invention of a stove.

d. It was a result of his investigation into electricity. 

In 1757 he went to England as the colonial representative and remained there 
until 1775. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. In 1757, a colonial representative went to England for the last time until 1775.

b. There was no colonial representative from 1757 to 1775.

c. Benjamin Franklin lived in England as the colonial representative from 1757 
to 1775.

d. There was no colonial representative in England from 1757 to 1775.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Benjamin Franklin and his older brother remained business partners
throughout there lives.

b. Benjamin Franklin was the ninth son of a soap maker.

c. Benjamin Franklin was among the first people to call for a separation from
England.

d. Benjamin Franklin wrote the Silence Dogood letters.

e. Benjamin Franklin was born in New York.

f. Benjamin Franklin invented bifocals.

Who would you most like to be like?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I would most like to be like my grandmother, Nina. Although she is 80 years old,

she is still very . She does water aerobics, plays , and

travels. Once a week, she goes to a local for a water aerobics class.

On Tuesdays and , she plays Bridge with her friends. Every year,

she takes three abroad. She loves Greece, so she goes there at least

once a year. I be very happy if I’m even half as active as my

grandmother when I’m her age.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

cards         active         trips         Thursdays         will         pool
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1. What is light made of?
2. Where does the energy in coal come from?
3. What is a photon?

Light
Pre-reading activity

13

1 Light energy from the Sun is the most used form of energy on Earth. Sunlight

provides the energy needed for plant growth. Energy from sunlight is

transformed by plants into a storable chemical energy through the process of

photosynthesis. Petroleum, coal, and natural gas are all the result of

photosynthesis that occurred millions of years ago. When these fuels are

burned, they release the energy from the sun that was transformed into storable

energy. When animals eat plants, they are also using the energy from sunlight

that has been stored in the plant. Despite the importance of sunlight to our

daily lives, answering the question of what sunlight is can be difficult.

Beginning in the 1600s, the question of whether light is a swarm of particles or

waves troubled scientists. 

2 Early theories about light were misguided because of a lack of understanding

of how the eye works. For example, Pythagoras and Plato believed that light

emanated from objects and that sight was separate from light, coming out from

the eye. But some of the first theorists’ speculations about light were correct.

For example, Empedocles believed that light traveled at finite speeds, Aristotle

accurately described the cause of a rainbow, and Euclid understood the laws of

refraction and how mirrors worked. 

daily   every day, day to day
particle   a very tiny unit of matter
misguided   mistaken

rainbow   a bow of many different colors
occurring in the sky due to the
refraction of sunlight by rain 
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3 These accomplishments were impressive for their time, and further scientific

inquiry advanced our understanding of light. Despite the advance of

knowledge, an important question remained unanswered. Was light composed

of particles or waves? During the 1600s, this debate took center stage among

the community of physicists who studied light. Sir Isaac Newton was a

proponent of the wave theory, although he had difficulty explaining

interference of light. Interference of light is the phenomenon that occurs when

two beams of light meet: the resulting single beam can be brighter or duller

than the two contributing beams, depending on the properties of the original

light beams. Huygens was a leading proponent of the particle theory of light,

although he had difficulty explaining some properties of light. Largely because

of the prestige of Sir Isaac Newton, the wave theory was adopted by most

scientists. 

4 In 1815, due to the work of Augustin Fresnel, among others, this view of light

was rejected. Fresnel was able to show that light was actually composed of

particles that travel through space. The particles that make up the light we see

are called photons. Today, scientists accept that light is composed of particles,

but these particles behave in ways that couldn’t have been predicted. Quantum

physics tells us that photons are particles that have some properties of waves

and some of particles. The wave or particle debate baffled scientists for so

many years because the photon behaves unlike objects we normally encounter.

Only with the work and insight of many scientists could this debate finally be

resolved.

mirror   a reflective surface property   characteristic, trait
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. transform a. come out

2. emanate b. make up

3. particle c. convert

4. compose d. confuse

5. baffle e. piece

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Light coming from the Sun

b. Photosynthesis

c. What light is made of

d. Most Energy on Earth coming from the Sun

Detail questions

1. The energy in gas, coal, and natural gas all comes from .

a. light from the Sun b. planets

c. space d. fossils

2. Aristotle accurately described what causes .

a. the night b. sunrises

c. rainbows d. sunsets

3. Sir Isaac Newton believed that .

a. light emanates from objects b. light was composed of particles

c. light was made of energy d. light was composed of waves

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I
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Word root: scri, script

1. manuscript = manu (hand) + script (write)

postscript = post (after) + script (write)

transcript = tran (across) + script (write)

2. manuscript: hand, write → written by hand

postscript: after, write → a note written after completing a letter

transcript: across, write → a written copy

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The jury read a of the witnesses’ testimony.

b. The author’s was difficult to read.

c. I forgot to put the date of the party in my letter, so I added it in a
.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred form the passage that .

a. light is made of both particles and waves

b. no one knows what light is made of

c. Sir Isaac Newton was an influential scientist

d. all energy on Earth comes from light

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

As a result, scientists misunderstood light and how it worked.

Early theories about light were misguided because of a lack of understanding of
how the eye works. For example, Pythagoras and Plato believed that light emanated
from objects and that sight was separate from light, coming out from the eye. But
some of the first theorists’ speculations about light were correct. 
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The relationship between Sir Isaac Newton and Huygens

b. Two major theorys of light

c. Ancient philosophy

d. Interference of light 

Details 

1. What is true about Sir Isaac Newton ?

a. He was less influential than Huygens.

b. He had difficulty explaining some properties of light.

c. He supported the wave theory.

d. He was an ancient philosopher.

2.  What is true about Huygens?    

a. He was more influential than Sir Isaac Newton.

b. He was opposed to the particle theory of light.

c. He had difficulty explaining interference of light.

d. He was hated by most scientists. 

Early theories about light were misguided because of a lack of understanding of 
how the eye works. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Misguided ideas about how the eye works led to accurate theories about light.

b. Early scientists made mistakes in their theories about light because they didn’t
understand how the eye works.

c. Theories about how the eye works and light are unrelated.

d. Early theories about the eye led to understanding of light.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Light 13
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Photosynthesis stores energy from sunlight.

b. Light is made of waves.

c. Light is made of photons.

d. All energy comes from light.

e. Modern scientists proved that light emanates from objects

f. Modern scientists proved that light is made of particles.

How often do you exercise?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I exercise three or four times a week. I always 

running on Saturday mornings with my mom. We usually run to the

and back. I sometimes tennis with my brother on

Sundays. We usually play at the tennis courts our house. Then,

a week, I go to the gym. I use the treadmill and 

there.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

usually         bike         twice         near         go         play         beach
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1. Have you ever seen pictures of a war?
2. Do you think it would be dangerous to be a war

photographer? 
3. Do you know the names of any photographers who 

take pictures of war zones?

Mathew Brady
Pre-reading activity

14

coat   to cover with a layer of something
photography   the art of taking pictures

nation   country
spirit   an angel or demon

1 If you discovered a new powerful weapon, what would you do with it? Would

you try to become rich? Would you use your weapon for war? Mathew Brady

tried to use a new powerful weapon to end all wars. His new weapon was a

camera.

2 Brady began his career in photography in 1844 when he opened his first

photography studio. At that time, photographs on paper had not been

invented. Images were recorded on sheets coated with copper and silver; these

were called daguerreotypes. These images required the subject to sit perfectly

still for three to fifteen minutes. Because they required such a long exposure

time, they were too difficult to use when recording human images. By 1855,

new technology allowed photographs to be recorded on paper with short

exposure times. Brady embraced this new technology.

3 Brady had always believed that photography could be put to a more

meaningful use than simply taking portraits. He thought that photography

could be a tool used to document the life of the nation. When the Civil War

broke out in 1861, Brady saw an opportunity to show people who had never

been close to a battlefield what war was like. Although many of his friends

tried to discourage him, he went to the battlefields and began to take pictures
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Match the word with its synonym.
1. rich a. wealthy

2. embrace b. decline

3. document c. fatalities

4. casualties d. record

5. refuse e. welcome

Main idea

What’s the passage about?
a. A photographer from Ireland, who traveled to America
b. A photographer who documented the American Civil War, to show people what

war was like
c. An American Civil War casualty
d. A soldier who took photographs during his spare time

Detail questions

1. According to paragraph 2, by 1855, new technology allowed .
a. Brady to open his first photography studio
b. Brady to share his collection of photographs
c. the Civil War to break out
d. photographs to be recorded on paper

2. According to paragraph 3, while taking photographs of battlefields, Brady .
a. decided to share his collection of photographs
b. got close to the fighting and came close to being wounded or captured more

than once
c. grew tired of the war
d. was able to stop the Civil War

3. According to paragraph 4, Mathew Brady’s display of photographs taken after the
battle of Antietam .
a. made people feel good about the Civil War
b. helped stop the Civil War
c. shocked many people
d. had no impact on how people felt

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I
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brutality   cruelty penniless   impoverished, extremely poor 

of the horrors of war. He said, “I had to go. A spirit in my feet said ‘Go!’ and I

went.” He got close to the action and on several occasions narrowly avoided

being wounded or captured. He soon realized that this was too big a job for one

person, so he began to assemble a team of photographers who worked in the

field documenting the war. These photographers took pictures of the soldiers’

daily life as well as the battles. He also bought photographs from others who

had been to the battlefields. His efforts to record the war consumed him. 

4 In 1862, Brady decided it was time to share his collection of photographs. He

put on a display of photographs taken after the battle of Antietam, the

bloodiest single day in American military history with over 23,000 casualties.

He titled the display “The Dead of Antietam.” The images shocked those who

visited the display. Most people had never seen an actual battle and the

brutality of war was unfamiliar to them. Although he was able to raise the

awareness of the costs of war among the average citizens, he was unable to

stop the Civil War or future wars.

5 The public grew tired of the war and soon lost interest in Brady’s photographs.

He had expected the U. S. government to buy his photographs, and when the

government refused he went into bankruptcy. Although today Brady’s

photographs are considered national treasures, he died penniless. Mathew

Brady’s life ended sadly, but his work made a place for him in American

history.
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Word root: noc, nox

1. innocent = in (not) + noc (harm) + ent (like)

innocuous = in (not) + noc (harm) + uous (having the quality of)

noxious = nox (harm) + ious (having the quality of)

2. innocent: not, harm, like → free of harmful intent

innocuous:  not, harm, having quality of → not harmful

noxious: harm, having the quality of → harmful

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. They had to leave the house because of the fumes.

b. The clever lawyer proved the man to be .

c. What they thought was poison turned out to be .

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. Brady spent a lot of time and money taking and buying pictures of the Civil
War

b. Brady had a large family

c. people found Brady’s photographs uninteresting

d. the government had promised to buy Brady’s photographs but then changed
their mind

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Most of the photographs were of the dead still on the battlefield.

In 1862, Brady decided it was time to share his collection of photographs. He put
on a display of photographs taken after the battle of Antietam, the bloodiest single
day in American military history with over 23,000 casualties. He titled the display
“The Dead of Antietam.” The images shocked those who visited the display. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

innocent                innocuous                noxious
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The importance of shorter exposure times 

b. Brady and early photography technology

c. Brady’s first photography studio

d. Sheets coated with copper and silver 

Details 

1. What is true about Brady?

a. He was against the new photography technology.

b. He did not produce any daguerreotypes. 

c. He was a very wealthy businessman.

d. He opened his first photography studio in 1844.

2.  What is true about daguerreotypes?    

a. They were very convenient when recording human images.

b. They were invented in 1855.

c. They required long exposure times.

d. They did not use sheets coated with copper and silver. 

Most people had never seen an actual battle and the brutality of war was 
unfamiliar to most people.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. People were unfamiliar with seeing photographs.

b. People were shocked by the photographs.

c. Most people were used to seeing brutality but were unaccustomed to seeing 
an actual battle.

d. Most people had never seen a real battle and were unaccustomed to seeing 
such barbarity.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Mathew Brady 14
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. The government bought all Brady’s photographs.

b. Brady began his career as a photographer in 1844.

c. Brady spent a year as a soldier on the frontline.

d. Brady’s photographs shocked many people when he showed his pictures in
1962.

e. Brady and his team of photographers spent a year documenting the Civil War.

f. Most people thought Brady’s pictures were beautiful.

How often do you study English?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I try to English every day. Each weekday morning, 

class, I spend an hour studying English by myself. Then, twice a week, at

, my friends and I have an English Club meeting. At this time, we

speak English to each other. On the , I often go to

the library to study, read English books, or watch English movies or television. I

enjoy studying English, so it is for me to do it every day.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

only        weekends        study        school        easy        before
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1. Do you know where Ireland is?
2. Have you heard of the Irish Famine?
3. Do you know any other countries that have

suffered famines?

The Irish Famine
Pre-reading activity

15

1 What could make you leave your home, family, and friends and everything you

have known all your life, knowing you would never see it again? For over a

million and a half Irish men and women it was a three-year famine that lasted

from 1845 to 1849. An estimated million people died in Ireland over this three-

year period; another million fled to North America and Australia. The famine

was caused when the potato crop failed. Potatoes were the staple of the Irish

diet, and when the crop failed it threw the country into a crisis. 

2 For decades Irish parents had passed plots of land on to their children. These

plots were divided among the children; each generation saw the size of the

average plot shrink. These small plots of land were unsuitable for growing

grain, so most Irish families began growing potatoes. Every year, Irish farmers

planted and harvested potatoes in the same way. The poor of Ireland became

dependent on potatoes for their survival. 

3 This system worked well for a long time, but tragedy struck in 1845. The potato

crop failed and the major source of food for the majority of Irish people was

gone. This was followed by two more potato crop failures. The true tragedy of

the Irish potato famine was that there was enough food to feed the people.

Throughout the famine years, Ireland exported food to England and other

crisis   a dangerous or unstable condition that
requires immediate action

shrink   to decrease in size
export   to sell items abroad to another country
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. failed a. become smaller

2. shrink b. unpredicted

3. tragedy c. unsuccessful

4. outbreak d. epidemic

5. unforeseen e. disaster

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Potatoes

b. Travel to North America

c. A period in Ireland when many people starved 

d. How to grow crops

Detail questions

1. The Irish famine lasted years.

a. 2 b. 3

c. 4 d. 5

2. The small plots of land typically owned by Irish families were suitable 

for growing .

a. apples b. rice

c. wheat d. potatoes 

3. Most of the people who fled the Irish famine went to .

a. Germany and France

b. Australia and North America

c. Australia and South America

d. China

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

The Irish Famine 15
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countries. Grains and other crops did not fail, but these crops were too

expensive for the poor of Ireland to buy. These crops were exported to other

countries under armed guard while over a million people starved to death.

4 Those who decided to leave Ireland for North America or Australia left a land

decimated by famine. Almost every person who left had family members who

died of starvation or disease. In some parts of the country, whole villages had

died. The danger wasn’t over for those on their way to new lands. The voyage

to North America or Australia was a dangerous one. The ships were

overcrowded and outbreaks of disease were common. In many cases, a third of

the passengers on these ships died of disease. Death was so common among

the Irish seeking a new home on these ships that the ships became known as

coffin ships.

5 The famine changed Ireland and Irish culture. After the famine, Irish farmers

planted many different types of crops instead of just potatoes, and the people

ate a more varied diet. Although the famine was a great tragedy, it had the

unforeseen effect of spreading Irish culture. Today, there are large numbers of

descendants of the Irish who fled the famine living in North America and

Australia. These people have kept Irish traditions alive and spread them to new

parts of the world.

coffin   a box or crate where a dead body is placed
before burial

descendant   a person who is related by blood to
or comes from another person 

unforeseen   unpredicted
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. A brief history of coffin ships b. The voyage to North America

c. A brief history of Ireland d. The consequences of the Irish Famine 

Details 

1. Why did some people decide to leave Ireland for North America? 

a. They wanted to make a fortune in North America.

b. Their villages were destroyed by famine.

c. They enjoyed traveling around the world.

d. They were disappointed with their politicians.

2.  What is true about coffin ships?    

a. They did not have enough passengers.

b. Outbreaks of disease were extremely rare on those ships.

c. Most of them were headed for Great Britain.

d. A third of the passengers on those ships were killed by diseases. 

Potatoes were the staple of the Irish diet, and when the crop failed it threw 
the country into a crisis. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Potatoes were the main food for the Irish people, and when the potatoes 
didn’t grow it caused a famine.

b. Most Irish people ate potatoes and staples; this caused a crisis.

c. The famine was caused by people eating too many potatoes.

d. Eating too many potatoes can cause a famine.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

The Irish Famine 15
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Word root: nom

1. misnomer = mis (wrong) + nom (name) + er (action)

nomenclature = nomen (name) + clature (caller)

ignominy = ig (negative) + nomin (name) + y (tend to)

2. misnomer: wrong, name, action → a misnamed thing

nomenclature: name, caller → names and terms used in a area of study

ignominy: negative, name, tend to → disgrace

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. He suffered the of being sent to prison.

b. Doctors must know the of medicine.

c. The name Koala Bear is a ; they are marsupials, not bears.

Inference and purpose

It can be inferred from the passage that there was .

a. a famine in the rest of Europe b. not a famine in North America

c. a famine in England d. not a famine in China

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Potatoes are one of the few crops that can be grown efficiently on small pieces 
of land.

For decades Irish parents had passed plots of land on to their children. These plots
were divided among the children; each generation saw the size of the average plot
shrink. These small plots of land were unsuitable for growing grain, so most Irish
families began growing potatoes. Every year, Irish farmers planted and harvested
potatoes in the same way. The poor of Ireland became dependant on potatoes for their
survival. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

misnomer                nomenclature                ignominy
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1. Have you heard of the famous American writer
named Samuel Clemens?

2. Where is the Mississippi River?
3. Who are Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer?

Mark Twain
Pre-reading activity

16

humor   a funny or absurd quality that causes
amusement

1 Mark Twain is perhaps the best known of all American writers. His most

famous works are The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The Adventures of Tom

Sawyer. Written over one hundred years ago, these two novels about life along

the Mississippi River are still considered among the greatest American works

of fiction ever written. Twain was known for his humor and social criticism.

His novels, travel writings, and short stories were immensely popular with the

public and made Twain the friend of U.S. Presidents and European royalty.

2 Mark Twain was born Samuel Clemens in Missouri in 1835. He spent most of his

childhood in a Mississippi River town named Hannibal, Missouri. There, he

grew up around people who made their living from the river. When Clemens

was 12 years old his father died, and he was sent to be a printer’s apprentice

for his older brother, Orion, at the Hannibal Journal. As an apprentice for his

brother, Clemens learned about newspaper writing and wrote his first

published pieces. Several of Clemens’ short articles and sketches were

published in the Hannibal Journal. Clemens went on to work as a printer for

several newspapers in other cities. 
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. The Irish famine lasted three years.

b. The Irish people don’t eat potatoes today.

c. Many people died during the famine.

d. The Irish famine spread to Australia and North America.

e. Many people immigrated to Australia and North America during the famine.

f. Almost everyone who fled during the famine came back to Ireland.

Do you prefer to travel by car, bus, train, or airplane?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I like to by airplane. In fact, I to fly. Not only is it

the fastest mode of transportation, it’s also and exciting. If I only

need to travel a short , rather than traveling by bus or train, I like to

travel by . In a car you can choose to stop and see things or

your legs.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

distance         stretch         travel         car         love         comfortable
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. humor a. comedy

2. apprentice b. boss

3. generation c. learner

4. cite d. age group

5. captain e. quote

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The Mississippi River

b. Being a riverboat captain

c. The life of Mark Twain

d. The life of Samuel Twain

Detail questions

1. Mark Twain is a famous .

a. American moviemaker

b. English writer

c. American writer

d. English moviemaker

2. Mark Twain became an apprentice printer for his .

a. father b. aunt

c. uncle d. brother

3. Samuel Clemens went to Nevada to become a .

a. riverboat captain b. miner

c. writer d. soldier

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Mark Twain 16
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license   a certificate giving proof of permission
to do something

pursue   to practice (an occupation, pastime, etc.)

commercial   profitable
lifestyle   habits, attitudes, moral standards, etc.
cite   to commend, praise

3 At the age of 22, Clemens returned to Hannibal with the intention of taking a

riverboat to New Orleans and then to travel to South America in search of

adventure. On the boat ride from Hannibal to New Orleans, Clemens became

friends with the riverboat captain, who convinced Clemens to pursue a career

as a riverboat captain. Being a riverboat captain was a difficult but highly paid

job. Clemens studied the Mississippi River for two years before receiving his

captain’s license. He worked as a riverboat captain until the outbreak of the

Civil War when boat traffic on the river was limited. 

4 Clemens traveled to Nevada to try his hand at mining. This proved to be a

short career, and after failing as a miner, he moved to San Francisco. It was

during this period that Samuel Clemens became Mark Twain. Clemens began

to make contributions to some newspapers and wanted a penname. He chose

Mark Twain from the riverboat captain’s phrase meaning to test the depth of

the water. Twain means two fathoms deep and safe for navigating. Twain’s

writing career took hold while he lived in San Francisco. In 1865, Twain’s The

Celebrated Jumping Frogs of Calaveras County was published. This was Twain’s

first commercial success and launched him to national and international fame.

5 Twain’s writing was greatly influenced by the new and often unusual lifestyle

of the American West. His writing marked an end to the dominance of New

England writers in American literature and is often cited as the beginning of a

truly American form of literature. William Faulkner called Twain the “father of

American literature” and generations of Americans have agreed.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. The Mississippi River  b. The outbreak of the Civil War

c. How to become a riverboat captain d. Clemens’s earlier career 

Details 

1. What is true about Clemens?

a. At the age of 22, he published his first novel.

b. At the age of 22, he returned to Hannibal.

c. He fought courageously during the Civil War.

d. He didn’t receive a captain’s license.

2.  What is true about being a riverboat captain?    

a. It was not a highly paid job.

b. It did not require any license.

c. It was a difficult job.

d. Clemens did not pursue a career as a riverboat captain. 

Clemens studied the Mississippi River for two years before receiving his 
captains’ license. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Clemens became a Mississippi River riverboat captain after two years.

b. Clemens got his captain’s license after studying the Mississippi River for 
two years.

c. Clemens was a riverboat captain for two years.

d. Clemens eventually received his captain’s license.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Mark Twain 16
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Word root: loca

1. locate = loc (place) + ate (cause to be)

locomotion = loco (place) + mo (move) + tion (makes a noun)

dislocate = dis (separate) + loc (place) + ate (cause to be)

2. locate: place, cause to be → to find

locomotion: place, move, noun → movement from place to place

dislocate: separate, place, cause to be → to put out of its proper place

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The doctor had to put the shoulder back in place.

b. can be performed by fins when in water.

c. It took us all day to the lost book.

Inference and purpose

It can be inferred from the passage that Mark Twain .

a. liked to work b. fought a lot

c. traveled a lot d. grew up in Nevada

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

His writing has made a great contribution to American literature and influenced
many writers around the world.

Twain’s writing was greatly influenced by the new and often unusual lifestyle of the
American West. His writing marked an end to the dominance of New England
writers in American literature and is often cited as the beginning of a truly American
form of literature. William Faulkner called Twain the “father of American literature”
and generations of Americans have agreed. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

locate                locomotion                dislocated
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1. Have you seen birds migrating?
2. Do you know any legends from your country?
3. Do you think legends are true?

Swallows
Pre-reading activity

17

1 Every year, near the end of October, the swallows of Mission San Juan

Capistrano in California rise up above the Mission in a massive swirl, circle a

few times and then fly away. Their journey will take them to Goya, Corrientes,

Argentina, 6,000 miles away. The swallows will spend the winter there, only to

make the return flight in the spring. Each year, they arrive at San Juan

Capistrano around the middle of March. A few so-called scout birds arrive at

the Mission a day or two before the main flock. This gives the people of the

town a chance to prepare. The huge flock of swallows is greeted with a parade

and fiesta. People from all over the world come to see the spectacle. While the

people celebrate the return of the town’s most famous residents, the birds begin

to rebuild the mud nests that they will call home until October.

2 According to legend, the swallows took refuge in the Mission to escape an

angry innkeeper who had destroyed all their nests. Each spring, the swallows

returned to the Mission knowing they would be protected there. Today, the

birds don’t have to worry about an angry innkeeper. The town takes their

protection seriously and has passed strict laws against harming a swallow or

destroying their nests.

massive   very large
circle   to move in a circle

flock   a group of birds
innkeeper   an owner of a inn or hotel
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Twain is said to be the “father of American literature.”

b. Mark Twain was born in San Francisco in 1835.

c. Samuel Clemens first published articles in the Missouri River Times.

d. Mark Twain was born Samuel Clemens.

e. Before he was a successful, published writer, Mark Twain was a riverboat
captain and a miner.

f. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn was Twain’s first commercial success.

Who is your favorite athlete?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

Michael Jordan is my favorite . He doesn’t play basketball

, but when he did he was one of the exciting players

to watch. I he is the best basketball player to ever play. These

he is a successful businessman. He is also a and his

son is a basketball player, too. 

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. recent a. spin

2. refuge b. new

3. reduce c. to get smaller

4. destroy d. asylum

5. swirl e. demolish

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. An old mission

b. An angry innkeeper

c. The swallows returning to Capistrano

d. The migration of swallows

Detail questions

1. The swallows return to Capistrano .

a. on Christmas day

b. in August

c. around the middle of March

d. every ten years

2. An earthquake hit the Mission in .

a. 1812 b. 1912

c. 1712 d. 1821

3. The legend says that the swallows went to the Mission to escape an angry
.

a. policeman b. innkeeper

c. barber d. cook

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Swallows 17
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3 For some, the swallows returning to Capistrano is seen as a miracle. One

legend told that the swallows crossed the Atlantic Ocean and flew to Jerusalem

each winter. This legend told that each bird carried a twig. When the flock

became tired, they would drop their twigs into the ocean and land on them to

rest. We now know that the swallows migrate to Argentina not Jerusalem, but

this legend is just one example of how important the swallows of Capistrano

have become to many people. 

4 The Mission is the oldest building still in use in California. It was built between

two rivers from 1776 and 1806. An earthquake knocked down part of the

church in 1812. It was never completely rebuilt. The broken earthen walls

coupled with its location near the rivers made a perfect nesting site for the

swallows. In recent years, development near the Mission has reduced the

number of insects that the swallows need to feed on. This has forced some of

the swallows to build their nests outside of town. Although the numbers of

swallows aren’t as large as they once were, seeing the swallows return to

Capistrano is still a sight not to soon be forgotten.

twig   a slender shoot of a tree or other plants earthquake   a shaking of the ground
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. Migration into Argentina 

b. The legend of swallows returning to Capistrano 

c. Why swallows are so fat

d. The features of the Atlantic Ocean 

Details 

1. What is true about the swallows of Capistrano?

a. They are hated by so many people.

b. They have been hunted for many years.

c. They never become exhausted.

d. They migrate to Argentina.

2.  What is true about Jerusalem?    

a. The swallows of Capistrano visit the city each winter.

b. All the swallows in the world visit the city each winter.

c. There are so many swallows in the city.

d. According to legend, some swallow fly to it each winter.

For some, the swallows returning to Capistrano is seen as a miracle. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. The swallows returning to Capistrano is a miracle.

b. Some people believe that the swallows returning to Capistrano is a miracle.

c. When only some swallows return to Capistrano, it will be a miracle.

d. That the swallows can see Capistrano is a miracle.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Swallows 17
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Word root: scent, scend

1. ascent = a (toward) + scent (climb)

condescend = con (fully) + de (against) + scend (climb)

descendant = de (opposite) + scend (climb) + ant (person who does)

2. ascent: toward, climb → climbing

condescend: fully, against, climb → to talk down to

descendant: opposite, climb, person who does → heir

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. The millionaire’s money will go to his when he dies.

b. The of Mt. Everest in winter is almost impossible.

c. He was angry because she was to him.

Inference and purpose

The purpose of the passage was to talk about .

a. the life of swallows

b. the swallows returning each year to San Juan Capistrano

c. the legend of the innkeeper

d. an earthquake that destroyed a church

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

The innkeeper supposedly took a branch from an olive tree and broke every 
nest he could find over three nights.

According to legend, the swallows took refuge in the Mission to escape an angry
innkeeper who had destroyed all their nests. Each spring, the swallows returned to
the Mission knowing they would be protected there. Today, the birds don’t have to
worry about an angry innkeeper. The town takes their protection seriously and has
passed strict laws against harming a swallow or destroying their nests. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

ascent                condescending                descendants
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1. How powerful is a volcano?
2. Can a mountain explode?
3. Do you know any legends about the creation of

mountains?

Mount Saint Helens
Pre-reading activity

18

geologist   one who studies the earth
Hiroshima   a city in Japan

campsite   an area for camping

1 On March 20th, 1980, Mount Saint Helens experienced a 4.2 magnitude

earthquake. In the weeks following the earthquake, steam began to pour out of

the top of the volcano and a bulge started to expand on the mountain.

Geologists from all over the world flocked to Mount Saint Helens to study the

volcanic activity. 

2 Another earthquake of magnitude 5.1 struck on May 18th; this triggered a

collapse of the north side of the mountain. The magma burst out of the volcano,

creating an explosion that flattened all vegetation and buildings in a 600 square

kilometer area. The resulting mud and lava flow transported 3 million cubic

meters of material 27 kilometers, and the plume of smoke and ash reached 28

kilometers into the sky and circled the globe. The Mount Saint Helens eruption

released as much energy as 27,000 atomic bombs the size of the one that

destroyed Hiroshima. 

3 When the explosion was over, the top of Mount Saint Helens was gone, 57

people had died, and hundreds of homes had been destroyed. Mount Saint

Helens is best known for the dramatic 1980 eruption, but it has been important

to the Native Americans for thousands of years and has been of interest to

Europeans for the last hundred years.
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Speaking
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Swallows return to San Juan Capistrano every October.

b. The swallows leave San Juan Capistrano every October.

c. The swallows fly to New York every year.

d. One legend says that the swallows fly to Jerusalem every year.

e. The Mission was built in 1812.

f. The town passed laws to protect the swallows.

What are your favorite kinds of books?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I like non-fiction books. In particular, I like and

autobiographies. I reading about people and their lives. I

read about actors and politicians. Sometimes I read about

and sports people, too. At the moment, I’m reading a biography

Jackie Onassis.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.Property
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. magnitude a. start

2. trigger b. scale

3. collapse c. myth

4. eruption d. explosion

5. legend e. fall down

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. George Vancouver

b. Volcanoes

c. Atomic bombs

d. How Mount Saint Helens has affected the people who live in the area

Detail questions

1. There were earthquakes before Mount Saint Helens erupted.

a. 1 b. 2

c. 3 d. 4

2. Remains of campsites years old have been found on Mount Saint

Helens.

a. 3,000 b. 6,500

c. 30,000 d. 65,000

3. was the first European to see Mount Saint Helens.

a. James Helens b. George Vancouver

c. James Vancouver d. George Helens

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Mount Saint Helens 18
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transform   to change into
gaze   to look steadily and intently

map   to draw a map of

4 The remains of campsites 6,500 years old have been found on Mount Saint

Helens, showing that this area has a long history of human habitation.

Throughout history, eruptions of Mount Saint Helens have had a dramatic

effect on human settlements in the area. A huge eruption 3,500 years ago

buried Native American settlements on the mountain under a cover of volcanic

ash. As a result of this eruption, people stayed off the mountain for 2,000 years. 

5 In more recent times, Native Americans have traveled over the mountain while

hunting elk and deer. A Native American legend tells the story of how Mount

Saint Helens was formed. The most powerful of all the gods, Tyhee Saghalie,

had two sons, Pahto and Wy’east. The sons both fell in love with a beautiful

maiden named Loowit. When she couldn’t choose between them, the sons

fought over her. During their battle the sons destroyed the forest and villages.

Tyhee Saghalie was angry and transformed each of his sons into mountain.

Pahto became Mount Hood, Wy’east became Mount Adams, and Loowit

became Mount Saint Helens. In this state the lovers could gaze upon each other

but never be together. 

6 The first recorded sighting of Mount Saint Helens by a European was by

Commander George Vancouver in 1792. He and his men spotted the smoking

mountain from the mouth of the Columbia River while mapping the Pacific

coastline. The first permanent European settlers were fur trappers and traders

who came in the 1890s. In the 1900s the area was a popular camping and

boating destination.

7 Today, Mount Saint Helens is a National Volcanic Monument. Although the

mountain is still an active volcano and may erupt in the near future, it is a

tourist attraction. The devastation from the 1980 eruption is still evident. Acres

of trees lay facing the same direction, just as they fell when the mountain

exploded.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. An earthquake of magnitude 5.1

b. The effects of mud and lava flow 

c. The Mount Saint Helens eruption

d. Atomic bombs devastating Hiroshima 

Details 

1. What is true about Mount Saint Helens?

a. It was a dead volcano.

b. It did not affect the world in any way.

c. The south side of the mountain collapsed because of an earthquake.

d. Its eruption emitted enormous energy.

2.  What is true about Hiroshima?    

a. There are many volcanoes in the city.

b. The city was once destroyed by atomic bombs.

c. Mount Saint Helens is located in center of the city.

d. There have been many earthquakes in the city. 

The remains of campsites 6,500 years old have been found on Mount Saint 
Helens, showing that this area has a long history of human inhabitation.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. People have lived on Mount Saint Helens for 6,500 years.

b. Mount Saint Helens is 6,500 years old.

c. Mount Saint Helens has long been a site of human habitation; remains of 
6,500 year old campsites have been found on the mountain.

d. The first campsite was built on Mount Saint Helens 6,500 years ago.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Mount Saint Helens 18
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Word root: lith

1. monolith = mono (one) + lith (stone)

lithography = litho (stone) + graph (written) + y (result of activity)

lithosphere = litho (stone) + sphere (ball)

2. monolith: one, stone → a stone statue or column

lithography: stone, written, activity → the result of writing on stone

lithosphere: stone, ball → the solid portion of the Earth’s crust

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. A stands in the center of the park.

b. A geologist studies the .

c. is the art of writing on stone.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passages that .

a. Mount Saint Helens is a safe place to live today.

b. Native Americans have lived in the area of Mount Saint Helens for at least 6,500
years.

c. Mount Saint Helens will erupt this year.

d. Many people live on Mount Saint Helens today.

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

There has never been a large population center on the mountain.

The first recorded sighting of Mount Saint Helens by a European was by
Commander George Vancouver in 1792. He and his men spotted the smoking
mountain from the mouth of the Columbia River while mapping the Pacific coastline.

The first permanent European settlers were fur trappers and traders who came in
the 1890s. In the 1900s the area was a popular camping and boating destination. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

monolith                lithography                lithosphere
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1. What kind of games do you like to play?
2. Do you like playing board games?
3. Have you ever played Monopoly?

Monopoly
Pre-reading activity

19

1 What kinds of games do you like to play? Do you enjoy sports, card games, or

video games? One popular type of game is board games. Board games are

played and enjoyed by people all over the world. The most popular board

game in the world is Monopoly. It has been played in various forms for over a

hundred years and over 200 million sets of the modern version have been sold

in over eighty countries. The object of the game is to buy properties and make

money by forcing other players to pay rent. The history of Monopoly can be

traced back to Elizabeth Margie, who developed the game as a way to educate

people rather than to make money.

2 Elizabeth Margie developed a game called “The Landlord’s Game” in 1904. In

her game, players rent properties instead of buying them as in modern

Monopoly. Margie was a proponent of economic and tax reform; her game was

designed to promote her reformist politics. The game was passed from friend

to friend and began to grow in popularity. Over the next two decades, several

people developed many different versions of Margie’s game. 

monopoly   control over the selling of an item
modern   characteristic of now or a present time
trace   to follow the course or history 

proponent   supporter, advocate
promote   to help or encourage
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Mount Saint Helens’ only eruption was in 1980.

b. The top of Mount Saint Helens blew off in 1980.

c. A Native American legend says that Mount Saint Helens is really a maiden
named Loowit.

d. George Vancouver was the first person to see Mount Saint Helens.

e. The 1980 eruption of Mount Saint Helens released as much energy as 27,000
atomic bombs.

f. Mount Saint Helens will never erupt again.

Do you usually remember your dreams?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

No, I don’t usually my dreams, but I sometimes do. Every once in a

while, I’ll wake up with a vivid memory of a . When I was younger,

I remembered them. In fact, when I was about years

old, I sometimes had recurring dreams. I had the same dream about my

being on a big ship in the of the sea, during a storm

over and over again.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. version a. purpose

2. promote b. advertise

3. inventor c. form

4. object d. control

5. monopolize e. creator

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Parker Brothers

b. The Great Depression

c. The history of a famous board game

d. Elizabeth Margie

Detail questions

1. According to paragraph 1, how many sets of Monopoly have been set?

a. Less than 20,000,000 b. More than 20,000,000

c. Less than 200,000,000 d. More than 200,000,000

2. According to paragraph 2, what was Margie’s version of Monopoly designed to

do?

a. Advertise houses for sale b. Promote her political views

c. Stop the Great Depression d. Promote friendship

3. According to paragraph 3, who marketed their own version of Margie’s game?

a. Parker Brothers b. Charles Darrow

c. Charles Darrow’s friend d. A landlord

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Monopoly 19
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3 During the Great Depression, an unemployed salesman named Charles Darrow

was introduced to the game by a friend. Darrow began to manufacture his own

version of the game and sell it door to door. Parker Brothers game company

bought the rights to Margie’s game for 200 dollars. Darrow also sold his game

but retained royalties in future sales. Darrow became a millionaire from the

royalties, while the inventor of the game only received 200 dollars for her

creation.

4 Today, there are many different versions of Monopoly in many countries.

Regardless of what version is being played, or where the game takes place, the

object is still to get rich by monopolizing the board.

inventor   creator
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. Margie’s reformist politics 

b. Modern Monopoly

c. The invention of “The Landlord’s Game”

d. The importance of economic and tax reform 

Details 

1. What is true about Elizabeth Margie ?

a. In her game, players purchased properties.

b. She was opposed to reformist politics.

c. She did not approve of social change.

d. She created a game in 1904.

2.  What is true about modern Monopoly?    

a. It is designed to promote reformist politics.

b. Its popularity continues to decline.

c. It was started in 1904. 

d. Players purchase properties. 

The game was passed from friend to friend and began to grow in popularity. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. The game started to become more and more popular as it was passed from
friend to friend.

b. Friends became more and more popular as the game was passed between them.

c. The game grew in popularity.

d. Popularity was passed from friend to friend and began to grow.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Monopoly 19
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Word root: gloss, glot
1. glossary = gloss (tongue) + ary (related to) 

polyglot = poly (many) + glot (tongue)

isogloss = iso (equal) + gloss (tongue)

2. glossary: tongue, related to → list of word definitions
polyglot: many, tongue → a person who speaks more than one language
isogloss: equal, tongue → a dividing line between areas where different languages 

are spoken.

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. He can speak five languages; he is a .

b. In the back of many books there is a that gives definitions 
of difficult words.

c. The borders between countries often act as dividing people
who speak different languages.

Inference and purpose
You can infer from the passage that .

a. Elizabeth Margie made a lot of money from her board game 

b. Monopoly is one of the most popular board games ever created

c. Parker Brothers no longer exists

d. Charles Darrow gave Elizabeth Margie 50 percent of his royalties

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Darrow and his friends loved the game and played it as often as they could.

During the Great Depression, an unemployed salesman named Charles Darrow was
introduced to the game by a friend. Darrow began to manufacture his own version
of the game and sell it door to door. Parker Brothers game company bought the rights
to Margie’s game for 200 dollars. Darrow also sold his game but retained royalties in
future sales. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

glossary                polyglot                isoglosses
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1. Have you ever seen a mummy?
2. Is there a history of mummifying bodies in your culture?
3. Do you think mummies look scary?

Mummies
Pre-reading activity

20

Egypt   a country in Northeast Africa on the Sinai
Peninsula and the Mediterranean Ocean. 

organ   a group of tissues in an animal or plant’s
body that performs a specific task.

1 When you hear someone talk about a mummy, do you think of a scary movie
or a curse? A mummy is a body that has been preserved through intentional or
accidental exposure to chemicals, extreme cold, low humidity or lack of air. The
most well known mummies are those that were intentionally mummified in
ancient Egypt. Other civilizations also mummified their dead and there have
also been accidental mummifications.

2 The ancient Egyptians placed a high importance on life after death. They
believed that the afterlife was similar to this world. This meant that they had to
preserve the body for all time. Mummification was so important to the
Egyptians that they practiced it on cats and alligators. The oldest known
Egyptian mummy dates back over five thousand years. This mummy is of an
unknown woman who is nicknamed “Ginger” because she has red hair. She
was buried under a pile of rock with pieces of pottery and other items to use in
the afterlife.

3 Ginger is the oldest known person who was intentionally mummified. The
mummification process used on Ginger was crude compared to methods
developed in Egypt centuries later. As the Egyptians improved their
mummification techniques, they learned to dry the body using a salt-like
substance called natron. This process allowed more flesh to be preserved.
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Monopoly is a game about the Parker Brothers.

b. Parker Brothers paid Elizabeth Marrow 200 million dollars for her game.

c. Elizabeth Margie was the creator of the original version of Monopoly.

d. The original version of Monopoly was called “The Landlord’s Game.” 

e. More than 200 million sets of Monopoly have been sold in over 80 countries. 

f. Monopoly was originally created by Charles Darrow.

Do you like meeting new people? Why?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

No, I don’t like new people. I am shy and I get 

when I meet new people. When I go to , I make an effort to meet

people, but I don’t find it easy. Usually, I meet early in the party

and stay talking to them. I hope I meeting people easier in the

future, as I’m sure it would be fun to have lots of .

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

meeting        find        someone        parties        nervous        friends
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. curse a. extraordinary

2. pile b. spell

3. preserve c. connection

4. remarkable d. mound

5. link e. conserve

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Scary movies

b. Parents

c. The ancient practice of preserving bodies after death

d. Archeologists

Detail questions

1. According to paragraph 2, how old is the oldest known Egyptian mummy? 

a. 50 years b. 500 years

c. 5000 years d. 50,000 years

2. According to paragraph 3, who created the most famous mummies?

a. Ancient Americans b. Ancient Egyptians

c. Ancient Greeks d. Ancient Chinese

3. According to paragraph 4, where was the oldest known mummy found?

a. Egypt b. Canada

c. China d. The U.S.A.

Vocabulary Study I

Reading comprehension I

Mummies 20
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rare   very few
bog   an area of wet ground composed of

decaying vegetation

skeleton   the framework of bones of a person or
animal’s body

link   connection

Before drying the body, all internal organs except the heart were removed and
saved in jars. Finally, the body would be wrapped in linen to protect it.
Although the ancient Egyptians created the most famous mummies, excellent
examples of mummification come from other civilizations as well. One of the
best-reserved mummies ever found is that of Lady Dai from China. Her body is
so well preserved that researchers were able to perform an autopsy to
determine that she died of a heart attack 2200 years ago.

4 Not all mummies are the result of human actions; mummies are also created as
a result of natural conditions. Natural mummies are rare but naturally
occurring conditions have produced some of the world’s best-preserved and
oldest mummies. The conditions that can result in mummification include
extremes in dryness or cold, saltiness, or lack of oxygen. The most common
naturally occurring mummies are the so-called bog mummies of Europe. In
these mummies the acidity in the water, cold temperatures, and lack of oxygen
combined to produce some remarkably well-preserved mummies. Unlike other
mummies, the skeletons of bog mummies typically dissolved but the external
and internal organs remained intact. The oldest known mummy was found in
Nevada, the U.S.A., and is 9400 years old. This naturally occurring mummy is
the result of extremely dry conditions.

5 Although rare, mummies have provided archeologists with valuable
information about how ancient peoples lived. The artifacts that are often buried
with a mummy give us information about the daily lives of ancient peoples and
their religious practices. Some mummies are so well preserved that autopsies
have been performed to determine a cause of death, medical history, and even
the deceased person’s last meal. While mummies are often used in works of
fiction for our entertainment, to scientists, mummies are a living link to the
past.
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Main idea

What is the lecture mainly about? 

a. Astrology in ancient Egypt 

b. Architecture in ancient Egypt

c. The importance of mummification in ancient Egypt

d. Religious festivals in ancient Egypt

Details 

1. What is true about ancient Egyptians?

a. They did not think they should preserve the body forever.

b. They practiced mummification on birds.

c. Mummification was unimportant to them.

d. They believed in life after death.

2.  What is true about “Ginger”?    

a. She was over fifteen millennia old.

b. She was buried under a pile of logs.

c. She had blond hair.

d. She was the oldest known Egyptian mummy. 

Although rare, mummies have provided archeologists with valuable 
information about how ancient peoples lived. 

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the
highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in
important ways or leave out essential information.

a. Archeologists are ancient people who made mummies.

b. Old people have given archeologists information that has helped them find 
rare mummies.

c. The few mummies that exist have helped archeologists understand how 
people lived long ago.

d. It is rare that mummies lived with ancient people.

Listening comprehension

Paraphrasing

Mummies 20
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Word root: pecca
1. impeccable = im (not) + pecca (sin) + ble (ability)

peccadillo = pecca (sin) + dillo (small)

peccant = pecca (sin) + ant (person who performs something)

2. impeccable: not, sin, ability → free of error
peccadillo: sin, small → small sin/fault
peccant: sin, person who performs something → sinner

3. Complete the following sentences choosing the right word.

a. Anyone who steals is a .

b. The great artist’s work is .

c. Returning library books late is a .

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. The Egyptians mummified a few bodies

b. The Egyptians mummified a lot of bodies

c. All bodies are mummified when they are buried

d. Nevada is in Egypt

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Over 500 bog mummies have been found and studied.

The most common naturally occurring mummies are the so-called bog mummies of
Europe. In these mummies the acidity in the water, cold temperatures, and lack of
oxygen combined to produce some remarkably well-preserved mummies. Unlike
other mummies, the skeletons of bog mummies typically dissolved but the external
and internal organs remained intact. The oldest known mummy was found in
Nevada in the U.S.A. and is 9400 years old. This naturally occurring mummy is the
result of extremely dry conditions. 

Vocabulary Study II

Reading comprehension II

impeccable                peccadillo                peccant
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Some mummies are so well preserved that we can see the color of their hair.

b. Some mummies are so well preserved that they come back to life.

c. The oldest known mummy was found in Nevada.

d. Most bog mummies are found in Egypt.

e. The most common type of mummies are bog mummies.

f. No mummies have been found in China.

Would you ever go bungee jumping?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

Yes, I’d to go bungee jumping! I would like to go to Queenstown,

New Zealand, where it was first and jump there. Otherwise, I’d

like to from a tall building in Paris, so I could look out over the

Eiffel Tower and the of the city while I was jumping. Apart

bungee jumping, I’d like to skydive and parasail.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

Summary

Speaking

invented         rest         also         jump         from         love
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